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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
United Press IN OUR 79th YEAR Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, September 26, 1958
tog
A  
MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
Vol. LXXIX No. 229
SEVENTH VANGUARD IS LAUNCHED TODAY
Must Turn From Materialism NAACP Will
To Hold Freedom Says Speaker Appeal Ruling
deserve it, he told the interested Of JudgeTime is running eut for the
free people of the world Hecht
Lackey, Mayor of Henderson told
the Murray Rotary Club yester-
day.
Mr. Lackey, who had just re-
turned from a visit to Russia.
told the Rotarians that people
ej the United States had lost
ht of their main goal and had
' turned to the Mee of security
and material goods
"A rock and roll singer has
more appeal in America than a
good thinker Lackey told the
club and a truck driver makes
more than a school teacher".
We must desert the road of
material wealth and our search
for an easy life, he continued.
le must turn from our present
rractices and reward our present
$558 Awarded
In Automobile
Wreck Case.
Yesterday the case of Charles
and Dortha Mathis vs, J. Wright
Cole was tried before Judge Earl
Osborn in the current term of
circuit court. A jury awaeded the
Mathis' $558.00 in damages. They
had asked for $558.22. The dis-
pute grew oat o 4an am, ..ontie
accident which in February of
last year several miles north of
ilrerray.l'hie morning the cetie of Gla-
dys Jones was started. This is a
murder case Selection of the jury
was started by Judge Osborne.
ALUMNAE MEET
Members of Alpha Sigma Al-
pha Alumnae met in the home of
Mrs. Stub Wilson, 113 N. 14th
Street, Tuesday Night at 8:00
Mrs. Bill Davis, President was in
pliarge a the business meeting.
-Sirs. Stub Wilson was elected
Secretary Mrs. Max Cook, for-
meet secretary, has moved from
Mueray.
a
Weather
Roest
United 1PrfAs lesternationat
United Press international
Kentucky Weather Synopsis:
A weakening cold front across
northern Ohio, centeal Indiana
and southeastrn Missouri will be-
come stationary near the Ohio
River today and remain in that
approximate position for the next
24 hours.
his will result in cloudy
4iather through northern Ken-
tucky with some light showers,
probably averaging less than one
suarter inch of rain. It will be
a. little cooler today, mainly due
to the cloudness, but tempera-
tures tonight will continue to be
well above seasonal normals.
Southern Kentucky will continue
rather warm and., humid.
Winds will be light and vari-
aeee today and tonight.
w)utlook for Sunday—Cloudy
and cooler, with showers likely.
Western -Kentucky — Consider-
able cloudiness and continued
warm today, tonight and Satur-
day, with a chance ofea few light
showers tonight and Saturday;
High today and Saturday 83 to
88, low trellght 65 to
Tobacco Curing Advisory:
Curing conditions were fairly
gelly Thursday, with afternoon
humidity averaging 50 to 60 per
cent and night time reading of
85 to 95 per cent. It will be more
humid today through northern
Kentucky with curing weather
fair to poor, while it should
continue fair through the north-
ern half of the state. Little
change is expected o ver the
weekend with conditioos gener-
ally fair to poor.
atould tobacco continue in case
during the afternoon hours, the
university suggests that stoves
should be set up for lighting at
night. .0thetwise barns should
be open during the day and
closed at night.
club members.
Mr. Lackey told the club that
we cannot buy friendship with
other ,nations with money. He
pointed out that we have lost
China, and other nations year by
year.
We have Christianity on our
side, Lackey continued, but we
ourselves unwittingly follow the
communist line by turning to
material goods. This is no time
for partisan politics but for
Christian ethics, he told the club.
This is a time for "big men" he
said.
Lackey told the club that Rus-
sia was a nation of contriddiction.
He said that he came into Mos-
cow on a jet passenger plane and
on landing he saw women cut-
ting wheat with the old fashion-
ed scythe.
All through Russia he reported
that he saw the modern and the
archaic side by side.
-- Practically evryone works for
the government there he con-
tinued, making Russia a giant
WPA project. He was constantly
impressed with the rigid control
and the', lack of personal freedom,
he told the club.
Lackey was introduced by
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Visiting Rotarians were Tho-
mas R. Bryant of Lexingtton and
C. V. Thompson of Paducah.
Wayless Rayburn had as his
guest Circuit Judge Osborne and
James Lassiter had as his guest-
1-zit. !L.-Corker. W. G. Nash's
guest was Dr. Frank Ste-
eley. Holmes Ellis had his guest
Don Louby and Leonard Camp-
bell of the State Economic De-
velopement Beard. Dr. 0. C.
Wells was a visitor.
Another Crosby
Weds Showgirl
LAS VEGAS, Nev. UPI—Phil-
ip Crosby, 24. third member of
the Crosby clan to claim a bride
in Lae Vegas in a year, honey-
mooned today with 20-year-old
Tropicana showgirl.
Young Crosby and Sandra Jo
Drummond were wed Thursday
at St. Ann's 'Roman Cathoiic
Church, where crooner Bing
Crosby, married actress Kathy
Grant. 24; last October.
Philip's twin, Dennis, was wed
to another Tropicana showgirl,
Pat Sheedhan. 26, last May in a
between-the-acts • ceremonies at
the Gretna Green Wedding Cha-
pel.
Philip and Miss Drummond
were ,married by Father John
McVeigh in a quiet ceremony at-
tended by about 20 persons, in-
cluding Sandra's mother and
stepfather. Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Torrance, North Holywood,
Calif., and Evan Wyatt, Philip's
maternal grandfather.
Neither Bing nor any of the
bridegroom's brothers was pre-
sent at the wedding. They were
busy.
"Dennis has zi disc Jockey show
in Los Angeles. Gary is doing a
movie. And Lindsay is in the
'service. Bing, of course, is doing
a new program," a Tropicana
spokesmaq said.
•-•-•
Band Has Charge
Of Concession
Stand At Stadium, •
Fo4ba1l' are urged to pa-
ronize the concession stand at
Holland Stadium, which has re-
cently been modernized.
The Murray Rand gets all pro-
ceeds from the concession stand
and this is the only method by
which they raise funds.
Al Kipp. Howard Olila, Bill
Mahan furnished the labor for
the work which was done on the
concession stand. It can now be
loclwd up after a game. Form-
erly a crew had to stay until
everything was clea,ped up before
they could leave.
Murray High plays Mayfield
tonight 'at Holland Stadium.
Saturday the Murray High
Band will participate in the West
Kentucky Band fesival at Prince-
ton. Competition is keen at this
event nnti the mese 15 n large cup.
By BRYCE MILLER
United Press international
LFPTLE ROCK, Ark. (UPI) —
The National Assee'ation For
The Advancement of Colored
People was expected today to
appeal a federal judge's rejection
of. its request to forbid the Little
Rock Schel Board from leasing
the oity's four closed high schools
as private segregated institutions.
US. District Judge John E.
Miller's decision Thursday ap-
parently lett the door open for
opening of the schools, perhaps
by Monday, under Gov. Orval
E. Faubue plan for sidestepping
the Supreme Court's untrnediate
integration order.
Wiley A. Branton, NAACP
lawyer from Pine Bluff, Ark.,
said Thursday night the appeal
of Millet's ruling probably will
be Sled 'today in Federal Court
here. But the appeal would Lei to
the Eighth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in St. Louis.
Won't let Back
"We definitely will net ask for
a three-judge court," Branten
said. Miller declined to grant 'he
NAACP's request because he said
that to so rule would be to rue
on whether three Arkansas stat-
ues, one of wh:ch dates back to
1876, are constitutional. Tb e
Judge expiained he could not do
%hat. He said three Judaea are
required for euch a ruling.
Miller also declined to advise
the' Little. Rock Schol Board on
whether it would be in contempt
of court if it leases out the
four schools. But he sympathizei
with the board as being "be-
tween the horns of a dilemma."
Branton said the NAACP "will
not sit back and let a private
corporation sake over the schoois.
Although et could get an order
forcing the corporation le admit
Negroes to the private schools,
we would like to see all the
kids' — both white and Negro —
Start school at the came time."
Greeted By Student*
Faubus returned from the
Southern Governor's Conference
at Lexington, Ky., late Thursday.
He was greeted by note a dozen
teen-agers who chanted eFaubus!
Fatebus! He's our man! If he
can't do it, nobody can!" They
cfisplayed huge portraes 01 Fau-
bus on their cars. He shook their
hand and teki them to go. 'home
to cat supper.
Folsom To Commute
Sentence Of Negro
By DONALD F. MARTIN
MONTGOMERY, Ala. UPI—
Gov. James E. Folsom was ex-
pected today to commute the
death sentence given Jimmy Wil-
son, a Negro, for the night-time
$1915 robbery of a white widow.
Wilson has been scheduled to
dte in the-electric chair at Kilby
prison here Oct. 24. However,
Folsen ordered the 55-year-old
illiterate handyman to appear be-
fore him today "to put an end to
thIe international hullabaloo."
"I'll probably commute the
sentence ," Folsom told United
Press International.
Wilson was convited of robbing
Mrs. Estelle Barker, 82, the night
of July 27, 1957, in her home at
Marion, Ala, Mrs. Barker testi-
fied at the trial Wilson, who
occasionally did odd chores
around her house, attempted to
choke and rape her.
"I didn't put my bands on her,"
said Wilson when he tesified.
The moral and legal question
of death-for-robbery in the case
has stirred up world-wide reac-
tion. Almost a thousand letters
and telegrams a day have poured
into Folsern's office for the past
month. Prominent personalities,
including Steve Allen and George
Meany, president of the AFL-
CIO, have asked the governor to
spare the condemned man's life.
Wilson was tried for nighttime
robbery of an inhabited dwelling
which is a capital crime under
Alabama law. The among of
ones taken has no bearing on
the penalty.
OFP SCHEDULE—The freight engine climbed right on the passenger engine in this Colorado and
Southern cullialun In Broumtiel& Colo. Three trainmen was killed and 17 other persons injured.
Murray Hospital I
Thursday's complete record fol-
lows:
Census 33
_Adult Beds  65
Emergency Beds 32
Patients Admitted 
Patients Dianiseed 
New Citizens  2
Patients Admitted from Wednes-
day 11:00 a.m. to Thursday 11:00.
Litt.
Henry Cepeland, 708 Elm St.,
br,On; Edward Windsor,*
114 N. 14th; is m es Edward
King, 1405 Poplar; Mrs. Williaan
Gifford and baby ._terey,_ Rt,
Benton; Mrs. Thomas Lyles, Hare
din; Mrs. Alstone Wilkerson and
baby boy, Rt. 2; Master Christo-
pher Dale Charlton, 703 Vete;
Blaster Sarnuel Lee Chadv.ick,
411 N 1211.
Patients dismissed from Wednes-
day 11:00 a.m. to Thursday 11:00
a.m.
Otis Bucy, New•Concord; Joe
Hicks, Model, Tenn.; Miss Pamela
Sins. Hardin; Master Roger Ms.
his, Calvert City.
U.S. Troops To
Evacuate
ebanon
By LARRY COLLINS
United Press International
'BEIRUT. Lebanon U1'1 — U. S.
officiels prepared today for the
EIGHT GOT OUT ALIVE—Elght U.S. Air Force 
crewmen were
pulled out of this one alive. Wreckage was 
their C-124
Globemaster, which crashed on landing at Tinker Air Force
base near Oklahoma City, Okla. One crewman 
died later.
Will Soon Know Whether Last
Rocket Went Into Good Orbit
.11y -ROBERT S. McNEILLH
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. UPI
—The Navy's seventh Vanguard
blasted off today in an atempt to
place in orbit a 20-inch satellite
that could soon be giving The
the latest -weather forecast
including advance hurricane data.
The Navy in Washington an-
nounced that all . three stages of
the rocket fired successfully. The
Navy said the 'test range instru-
ments indicate that each of the
three-stage rocket's engines were
fired in proper sequence."
The slender rocket-the same
Vanguard that barely escaped
WASHINGTON UPI—Two
and one-half hours after a
Vanguard racket was fired
off Cape Canaveral, U:
spientigits said today they
had no definite information
that the latest satellite had
achieved orbit.
A spokesman said: "We
hwire nothing to report. You
Can put your own .nterpre-
tation on that."
He said that if the satellite
failed., to attain an orbit an
announcement probab ly
would be made in another
half-hour at around 2.40.
disaster 10 days age after a false
start - was 'given only a one in
four chance of putting its deli-
cately-instrumented baby moon
in orbit.
- N"asillbe-tinies, Waging fur
success after five failures in six
Vanguard launchings, began an
anxious wait for word on how
Their "tempermentat "bled" be-
haved.
The trim Vanguard roared up
at 119 a. m. E. T. T. into a hazy
sky. It rose slowly and thunder-
Body Of Woman
Still Unidentified
FLEMINGSBURG UPI — Ken-
tucky state Police said today
they still had no positive identi-
fication of a pregnant woman
whose body was found Sept. 7 at
a roadside picnic site, with the
skull crushed and a bullet in the
head.
Two Greenup County women
told the Greenup County sheriff
they thought the women was
their _sister. But state police said
this identification had not been
positively- established.
- -The body was diserrvered- bee ere
group of people from Ashland
who had stopped for a picnic
lunch at the site _along 1cy4.- 32.
ed into a high cloud bank and
disappeared about two ,minutes
later.
A wait of about two hours was
expected before it would be
known whether the new artific-
ial .mounehad_ laegun rirrting,, the_
eerth. If it did go into orbit,
the Navy had hopes it would re-
volutionize the tricky science of
weather forecasting.
Success woulde also mean that
Con. on Page 6, First Section
Twin Hurricanes
Roar Toward
Georgia Coast
CHARLESTON, S. C. UPI —
Twin hurricanes with winds of
1.00 and 115 miles an hour roared
Attautie today -and
the residents on Georgia-South
Carolina seacoast were warned to
leave immediately for safety in-
land. e
Hurricarfe Helene, eight tropi-
cal storm of the year, caused the
more immediate 'alarm. At 11
a. 'tn. est, it was boiling through
<the Atlantic only 200 miles south-
l east of Charleston. It was moving
toward the northwest at 14 miles
an hour.
Hurricane Ilsa was far to the
south but its winds were up to
115 miles In hour compared to
100 for Helene.
"Safety precautions for Hie-
.abialebL,_64 started imme-
diately and completed by sunset,"
the Weather Bureau warned.
Weather scientists, flying in an
Air Force 852 bomber, plannoci
another attempt at dropping a
balloon - borne radio beacon into
the eye of Helene today. The
beacon sends out vital inforrne-
tion about a hurricane's behavior,
and, when perfected, will save
many a hazardous flight into the
teeth if these roaring storms.
A special 8 a. m. e. s. 1. bul-
letin from the Miami Weather
Bureau said ships at sea had re-
ported gales howling 150 to 250
miles from the coast-100 miles
east of Helene's center.
Early this morning, however,
the alerted coast reported balmy,
clear weather and there were no
strnog winds tides were expected
to increase gradually through ,ut
the day. Topsail Beach ner Wil-
mington, N. C., reported tides
two foot above normal this morn-
ing.
The Weather Bureau took Hel-
-ere.- extreme respect and
promised it will be "under con-
stant surveillance by reconnais-
sance aircraft "
rapid 
troops Zil-lrenuaL,IZanootfi 1;liecraitcinng A TripThrough MurrayStores Will Show That The Merchants
the four-month revolt has come
to an end.
A reliable military source pre-
dicted the last American soldier
and Marine will be out of Leb-
anon by Oct. 17, if sufficient
shipping is available.
The Marines were loading'-fuel
reserves, ammunition and heavy
equipment for their imminent de-
parture. Army units were re-
post :de preparing evacuetton
plans.
The long-dormant Lebanese
army patroled Beirut under ord-
ers to shoot armed civilia,ne at
sight, and it appeared Wednes-
day's outbreak, in which at least
30 persons' were killed, would.*
the last gasp of the revolt.
The rebels, jubilant over the
installation of a government, do-
minated by their leaders, toured
the barricades that isolated- their
section of the city for months.
The army moved into former
rebel areas to take over police'
duties from the insurgents.
New Premier -Rashid Karanii,
himself a former rebel leader,
ordered the removal of the bar-
ricades.
The "Phalange," a rightist pri-
vate army that supported ex-
President Camille Chamoun, still
had its barricades up and was
trying to promote a" general
strike."
'However •Pholangist leader
Pierre Gemyal conferred Thurs-
day night with President Faud
Chehab and it appeared his
organization's remaining griev-
ances probably could be settled
by negotiation.
Of Murray Can Furnish Milady With All Her Clothing Needs
iBy WALTER McCORD
From the very beginning I feel
obliged to say. that I am, only a
man. . - -
By the simple process of pre-,
senting mySelf to the merchants
of Murray as something of an
expert en women's fashions. I
have been given guided tours
through all sorts, and conditions
if ladies' ready-to-wear during
the past two weeks. Right now
feel that I am as much an ex-
pert-on what the girls are going
to wear as anyone else I kn,ny.
Many years ago Cole Porter
prophesied fashions for fall
'58.. Anything Goes! Well, any-
thing but the sack.
The first thing I learned while
pretending to know everything
is that this year the sack is dead.
Dead, but net buried. It's sell
with us in many forms, but it
looks better now. This may be
only a conditioned reflex; it's
been here long enough for us to
get used to it, But I honestly
think the clothes ensk better this
year because they actually look
the %say mo.e't of us were brought
up to believe clothes should leek.
All this is .by way of leachn,g
up to the 'latest word in the
wonderfully zany world of high
fashion. The big word this year
is the "Relaxed Look."
Yeah. That about sterns it tire
Clothes still dun't rit the way 1
Ithey used to, mind you; but now Iwhere down under the empireat least you can tell that some-1wets-tithes, - the ehemise over- I
blouses and walking sues there
is a real, living, breathing wom-
an. This can only be called en-
couraging.
By the artful use of darts,
scams, tucks and other tricks of
The attention of our readers
isecalled to the special six page
ladies fall fash ion section
which us a part of today's issue.
An attempt was made to give
a full picture of fall fashions
with the cooperation of many
advertisefs here in Murray.
Keep this section and as you
make your purchases for fall,
refer to the ads and the read-
ing matter in this section for
the information you need.
Remember too, that Murray
merchants have what you want
in the way of fall clothing.
the master designers, this year's
clothes FIT. A chap will notice
this year that girls will remind
him of the way they used to
look. Sort, of reminds you of
your youth.
A' wise and style" - conscious
shopper can find clothes here
in Murray to rival those in any
city. Thanks to the skill of the
many creators of ladles' icadye
to-wear, the high fashion of
London. Paris and Rome are in
lial sbrce all over America
within a few' weeks.
All over town I saw smart and
exciting nesse clothes of every
deecription. Even ran into sev-
eral of those 'feather wigs straight
from the cover of last week's
issue of Vogue. I was shown
everything from sports outfits to
cashmere coals, oasual dresses
and cocktail dresses with delib-
erately planned wickedness built
right in.
Up in the lathes' department of
Littleton's on their balcony I saw
my first "walking suit." Thit is
an experience! The one I saw
was of grey boucle tweed with a
is length coat. The coat was
made (or should I say built?)
with rather wide shoulders and
a rather large collar. The back
of the coat has a lew placed
buckle and the front spurted big
pocket flaps. For some reason
I was never able to -figure, there
were no pockets under the flaps.
Littleton's also Is 'Showin g.
many variations of feather . wigs
I mentioned above. These aren't
actually wigs, but are hats which
do a pretty good job of covering
up the hairfealtnes.t completely.
Mrs. Littleton showed me hats in
all sorts of colors, but the one
which really took my eye was
the reddest red going. Hundreds
of little pointed feathers cover
the. hat and a geed portien of
the wearer's forehead.
Down in the Town and College
Sheep, which is a sort of sports-
wear heaven, were some of the
beet looking sweaters = I have
seen in town. The separates at
T&C are mighty good look tug
too. .Separates, as I understand
it, are skirts, blouses and/or
sweaters which may be worn in
several 'different combinations.
The colors in these easual clothes
are really terrific. Wildly im-
possible shades of the most un-
likely cohere are blended together
to result in •subtle and striking
combinations, Kelly green and
purple never seemed to me to be
the greatest color cornbinati fl
you .could gather, but that VilS
before I saw a skirt at the Town
and College Shop. With the right
blouse that green and purr! 2
skirt is really beautiful.
There I also saw a two-piece
wool jersey dress in a specta-
cular shade of clear red. The
straight skirt was topped with a
loose over-blouse which was
s'h'irred across the back for the
new blourp effect so popular
new. The 'tound neck was a e-
Continued. Page 6, let Section
1
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Nev 2ity Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansion  $125,000
New School Buildings  $110,000
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Professional Consultation
- --
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Indusal Expansion
Sichrealks, Curbs, Gutters
Wide,sed -iFteeets- In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his
paths straight. Mark 1:3.
Those who give themselves to the undis-
tinguished details of religion serve. Someone
must keep_the t_;anctuarv warm and clean and
-
.........Valarp
By consolidating all yaw
bilk or installment pur-
chases . and payir; cash
for them through c loan
from us—you con scree
money' You pay low rates
on easy teems with us.
Come in Orxioy.
You May
Borrow Up To
Take as long as 20
I4111/11111/11//111/NIIMNIIIIIIIIMNININIII i
INSTALLMENT BUYING
COSTS YOU MORD
Need Cash?
SEE US !
$300
months to repay!
Sports Parade Whitey Ford And Burdette
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Preas International
NEW YORK UPI — The young
man was in agony. There were
abcesses under his arms which
made it torture .to swing a bat
or throw a ball. Chills and fever
racked his body.
Six weeks earlier, while rabbit
hunting with his father, they had
been scratched by briars. They
MAJOR LEAUE
STANDINGS
National League
Team W L
\l....s-aukee 90 61
sburgh 84 67
FranIseo 78 73
• c,nniati 75 76
LAIIS 71 80
70 81
- Angeles 70 81
.adelphia 66 85
nhed ptnnan:
Pct. GB
596
556 6
517 12
.497 15
470 19
48420
464 20
437 24
Yesterday's Results
.cheduled_.
Today's Gasses
I".iisburgh. night
!-,cinnaci at Milwoultee, night
- Lours at San Francisco, night
.cag3 at Los Ang. 2, twi-night
Tomorrow's Games
:Lade:1011a at Pittsburgh, nigh:
nc.nnati at Malwaukee
i_h.cago at .Los Angeles
L-ans at San Francisco
American League
Team w L Pct. GO
a-N!sw Tort 90 64- .596  
Chicago • 80 71 .530 10
Delron 76 75 503 14
evela rtd- 75 75 .500 141-s
Baston 75 75 .500 1412
l',1timare 73 77- .487 161-1s
trisas City 72 79 .477 18
. .astingtOn 81 89 407 28ls
A-Clinched pennant.
Lomas see quickly •rrengell within* ets-
lteressieg red tape et deli. Figur. the
•asount you need and see us right away!
FRIENDLY FINANCE, INC.
MURRAY, KY.
204 S. 4th Phone 1180
KEEP CUTTING COST DOWN
- PRODUCTION UP
with help like this
POULAN 'F MODEL
and
POULAN 'H' MODEL
Se* yew Autn.-... POL/IrsiN 5A1ES Anil; CHAIN ',A.'/
SPECIALIST TOOAS, tee .31 help you choose Nits tight motor and ot•ac•-
men, te yo.ir cum,. requ.remenht its! ten yes about ON pe-e•o,s
60 clgy ...tansy that protects yov. investment wItils, the Porten pc alit
its•Itle yea .. He!! explain 'tow.msis easy termS. oIl, e small do-' •
or, you tea Pert produe;ng today . °wrests,' you. inten.•
Paulen pays 1o. foe!, dor,t delay, come, ;n today ioca demon,
at ha. a Cede, kvid cut operating costs it, day you start using
Cnoln Se*.
— ALSO —
REDWOOD 2 x 4s, 8-ft. $11.50 per 100
GALVANIZED ROOFING
CREOSOTE POLES, FARN POLES, FENCE POSTS
5 5" 4 x 8 CD PLYWOOD SHEATHING , 17'2 e ft
Sykes Bros. Lumber
Company
•
3Rg
Yeneyttay's Resta'
• 7 Chicago 1
ciane scheduled.
Today's Games
Wash.ngton 2. ten-
right
iar.sas Clty at Chicago, night
letron at Cleveland, night
toltunare a !Crew York, night
TiikeWegVi
1,insas City at Chicago
i• !nit at Cleveland
iit:mare at New Yurk
' n at Washington
Ole Miss Game
Is "Crucial'
got their rabbits and tularemia-
-rabbit fever.
Eleven days later his father
was dead and doctors advised
him to forget baseball.
But the young man•had a poor
rookie season the year before
and, hiding his sickness, he, re-
ported less than a month later to
the spring trainitg camp of the
St. Louis Cardinals.
THE ALL-OUT TRY
That was is 1939. And nobody
knew until • years later how Enos
Country Slaughter conquered a
serious sickness as well, as the
sophomore jinx as he batted a
resounding .320 and led the lea-
gue In doubles.
That's the same Country
Slaughter who three years after
that harrowing spring led the
Cardinals into one World Series
and in 1949 wrapped up another
for them by romping all the way
home from first base on a single.
The same • Country Slaughter—
now 42 and still giv ing it
that all-out try-who will be one
of the New York Yankees, bench
weapons when they go into llac.14
World Series against the Milwau-
kee Braves next week.
STILL IN THERE
Not no_i,v  he still jives
it the hustle and charge which
shames younger players. So much
so that some of them take al-
most personal offense at the
manner in which he drives.
"He busts himself wide open
for you.- says Casey Stengel.
-He's always ready to play and
you know he's geot everything
going in top gear. What more can
you ask"
They . were counting him out,
one of those who had to go, when
the major league cut-down date
arrived last M.:y. But the coun-
ters boy still is wearing Arise pin-
-stripped flannels as they head
• What's more, he'll be in there
' somewhere before it's over: IP
left field or right -field or as a
pint* - hitter they'd- better not
take too lightly. .•
Kentucky High School
Football Results
United Peen International
Henders,n C.ty 25
Evarlsv:Ile (Incl..) North 12
Old Kentucky Home 45
St. Charles 8
Denville Bate 14
Labatt= Rosenwald 7
Dt.uglass High of Murray 13
Central High If Paris; Tenn. 13
At'S MIW WATERLESS
WICHITA, Kan. UPI — A
laundry operator, ran the fallow—
ing open letter in the Wichito
Eagle'
Notice, to the person who ust.:
the gas clothes drier in Jap's
Dime-o-rnatic Laundry duriro.
the week end-Your dried water-
melon is ready."
In Final Tuneup Tonight
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press International
- Whitey Foid and Lew Hurdette
take their final tune-up tonight
for the World Series, and Hoyt
Wilhelni takes a once-in-a life-
time crack at becoming the se-
cond pitcher in major league
':story to hurl two straight no-
ers.
Ford. who pitched the Series'
pener for the Yankees the last
• hrve years. quite possibly could
win the first game' assignment
JayCee Tennis
Tournament
Is Underway
The Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce _tennis tournament
gets underway this afternoon at
1:00. The tourney which ends
wattlia---the- --ttlai 
in Sunday will open with Joe
Farmer Orr of Murray opposing
Charles Champion of Paducah in
- he first of six matches schedul-
i.d for today.
players hare entered
'he singles and twenty-two ten-
nis enthusiasts will via for hon-
irs in the doubles meet. All of
'he matches will be played on
he city park and the college
s-urtr.
The tournament board emi-
r red of Gene Landon. Julian
Evans, and Liabie Veal, Jr., have
stir-pr-t-sed even -/ 
'he fine array of talent entered
n the invitational. The Meet_
sill 'YiIThi fru IT tenni&
.greabs of both the pale and the
present.
Murray JasCee•t, ,,p..ns,irs of
he tourney, have expressed the
h,•pe that the tennis meet will
become an annual fall event for
`••nthuslaists in . West Kentucky.
Admission will be free and chairs
I will be provided for the spectat-
Sat u rd ay's Schedule
SINGLES
9:30—Stan vs Lmdolt-Mason
‘s. B King-Hut
—Simpson vs. Ward
—111-adds.x vs. K. Phillips
—0i-r-Charripion vs. McCord
-1010--S.mpson-Warel vs. Evans-
Dursoy (Quaraer-final)
11:00—Slaan - Landon - Mason
winner vs.'
Hut winner (Quarter-fi-
nal)
—Feezor-Veal-J. King Win-
ner vs. Wells - Edwards
winner (Quatter-tnall
1120-81 acid or -4ul1.ps%answer
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger 8c Times File
Mrs. George Bell entertained with an all day luncheon
meeting Thursday September twenty-third for the Susan-
: EXINGTON UPI—Coach Blan- nah circle of the Paris District
n Collier Monday warned his The marriage of Miss Sue Cunningham and Mr. %Val-
"ruyerstty of Kentucky Hildcats. lace Hanson will be solemnized Sunday afternoon, Sep..
'ill high-spirited over the week- tember 91;, at tour o'clock at the First Methodist Church.
end victory over Georgia Tech. RPv, W. S. Evans, district superintendent of the Chris
'hat ,his wcelt's Ole Miss game
-;in be crucial. 
District. WM preach at the.morning services at the First
The
t- Ile  Church at. 1.11:51/ Sundity._morning. according CO 
—Witarra7" TWE7
tame, A hicn vi•ifl be played at Geor
ge Bell. pastor.
\limphis. Tenn . c mid be the key' The Murtay Rotary Club met yesterday at the Worn-
. th.e test the season afor.an's Club House at noon.
,th teams. He said he would 'e*- Guest speaker for the Meeting was Harry Sparks of
:i•e•, the 'Cats ta wiirk hard be-,the education department of the college. Ile was intro-
awe they had an easy wile
week. 
duced by Ed Carter, chairman of the International Serv-
;ce Committee.
Kentucky emerged almost un-!
'athed loon the Georgia Tech' 
Mrs. Ralph ,McDaniel honored Mrs. Ralph Reaves
.;rrie. with only three men on the with a honsehoId sho
wer at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
.jur/d' list. Ailing are Co-Cap- Roscoe McDaniel. Mrs. Rcaves received man
y nice and
on Bob Lindon of Hazard. full- useful gifts.
ick I.o.yri Hughes :,1 Whiesbura Alkianiummimaiimm—' •
rid Ledger Howara : PineviT,
The 'C.- ts worked out in swea•
Monday. c .ncenTrannir
" 14 Miss plays. timing, kicinr.:
.rid..e.vering punts and kielv.tt 50(3 W. Main St. lelephone 130
Collier singled out Glenn Sha
%boy Ciasan. and Lowell HI1- 
'YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
,0(4.0.• 14•Y -epe('s*. Eneer1,0441 fallow -
rig their performance Saturda.
Cravens. who rolled up 152
%ards rushing against Tech tas!'
•seekend was named in the Uni•
t•cl Press Internifitonal -13:sekfw
f-the-wok "
sonsosimiimem
TERMITES?
LL
ViCiAR MI NIX!
In our 31st year of
termite control
work
Cuarantee Covering Cost
of Future Repairs
Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies in That Area
for information only 1.1'1
MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
MURRAY LOAN CO.
again if he is as impressive
against the Orioles tonight as he
was in his. last two outings.
The veteran Yankee curse-bai-
ler has yelded only 'one run in
the last 12 innings he pitched and
shows no effects from the arm
trouble which sidelined him mast
yf August.
Burdette, Milwaukee's logical
opening-game choice, 13 pitching
better now than at any other
time this season. He has won his
last three games, giving up only
two runs, and will be shooting
for his 2Cth virtory of the year
when he goes against Cincinnati
tonight.
In the Yankee-Orioles encoun-
ter, Ford will be opposed by
Knuckle-bailer Hoyt Wilhelm,
who tossed a no-hitter against
the American League champions
in his last appearance Sept. 20
It's better than a 1.000-to-1 shot,
but if 'Wilhelm can make it two
in- a-row tonight he will become
the only major leaguer ever to
hurl apair of successive nu-hit-
ters outside of Johnny Vander
Meer, who accomplished the feat
in 1998.
_
The Detroit Tigers beat the
Chicago White Sox. 7-y, Thurs-
day in the only major league
game- scheduled.
Kirksey Sweet Feed Mill
a nil
Stella Feed Mill
Will Close at Noon on Saturdays
Beginning Saturday, October 4
Please take care of your feed needs in time
for us to observe this new policy.
• •
Orr-ChaimPion-McCord
winner (quarter-final)
1 :30—Serni-tina 1 matches
DOUBLES
1:30—We Its -G raham vs. Mad-
dox-Simpson
2:30—J. King-Nagel vs. Mason-
Hut.
—Champion - Feez Cr vs.
,
3:30—Two quarter-final rriatches
3:30—Rowton - Evans vs. Mc-
- Pard -11211watele- -TQuattrar-
final) _
4:00-11. King - Phillips vs.
Champ:-..n - Fl icor and
L.• .p-Orr winner (Quart-
eer-final)
4:45—Sern.-firail matches.
Sunday
3•30--Doubles championship
1:30—Singles chanspionshro
- - - -
EXClUSIVE
24 HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
OXYGEN
EQUIPPED
atilelq.„ 7
301 MAPLE ST,
•
Alin rag,
latitturkg
NOW!
ENJOY THE
FLORIDA
VACATION
you've
WANTED BUT
COULDN'T c
AFFORD
•
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"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main
N 0
DOUBLE FEATURE
The first real story
of a strange
teen-age desperado
known as
BILLY THE KID!
ENDS
SATURDAY
WARNER
114 E7 71,1 LEdzi41 
•-) Er)A.
PAUL NiWiiiAN 7ASMILAN DEFINER HA-mt10
* AND *
We not BAD--- -
why call 115
Ull GENTLE • NARK DAMON •111111.111.1
'The f. I. 014urc1ili Xurteral Annt
'DIE ROUSE OF SERVICE SINCE IS I 5°
Xkurialb 01. Churchill, Valuer
SPECIALS
Spring, Summer
ond Fall .28C
Cocktails
Personal attention is an im-
portant feature of J. H: Churc-
hill service; it is our way of
establishing exactly which fea-
tures the family desires included
in the memorial service; it is our
way of assuring a more satisfac-
tory service.
FE
EXCITING
EXTRAS
• Peach Cabanas
at Sarasota Beach
• Horn's Cars of
Yesterday
• Hotel Swimming
Pool
• Yachting cruise
thru Florida Keys
11 rill
n i -
FLORIDA'S GLAMOROUS
1 0 0 c'e AIR CONDiT1ONED
SARASOTA, FLORIDA
7 WONDERFUL DAYS
6 ROMANTIC NIGHTS
2$ 00 SUM, persDMERFAbi LL RATES
Occupancy.
" April 16 thru December 15.
Dancing and romoncing — that's YOUR
Millionaire's vocation at the celebrity-
filled New Terrace Hotel! So don't wait
another minute for reservations!
SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT
NEW TERRACE
OR WRITE _
HOTEL
P. 0. Box 1720— Sarasota, Florida — Tel. Ringling 6-41 1 1
a
r•iorati
•
FRIDAY -
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CO.
ALISTS"
Phone- 433
11111111111.1r
S
;DAY
URE
HNER HATFIELD
D
MOUS
•
IMF
ailZ2113
IOROUS
T1ONED
-ORIDA
DAYS
4IGHTS
R-FAH. RATES
ble Occupancy.
December 15.
• that's YOUR
the celebrity-
So don't wait
ions!
IW6T+EL
tingling 641 1
111P'4UM14.1110‘61111111111•111.11111.........~..or mammg ow a
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MURRAY HIGH FOOTBALL!
MURRAY HIGH
VS.
MAYFIELD HIGH
TONIGHT!
HOLLAND STADIUM
8:00 o'clock
The following civic-minded merchants and businessmen
urge you to support our team. Their success brings cred-
it and recognition to Murray - attend the games, and cheer
the Tigers on to Victory!
Parker's Standard Oil Agency
John H. Parker, Agent — Phone 300
Max Churchill Funeral
Service
Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
Parker Popcorn
Bank of Murray
Murray Auto Parts
Hughes Paint and Wallpaper
Parker Motors
Your Friendly F 0 R D Dealer
Superior Laundry-Cleaners
Roberts Realty
Jimmy Rickman - Bill Presson - Hoyt Roberts
Bill & Dot's Restaurant
Caldwell Used Cars
310 North 4th — Phone 634
CONGRATULATIONS, TEAM!
We're With You All The Way
1958 Murray High School Schedule
Sept. 5- Halls, Tenn ... 14- 7
Sept. 12 - Russellville ... 19- 6 Oct. 24 -  Open
Oct. 17 - Madisonville ... Away
Sept. 19- Morganfield ,.. 6-32 Oct. 31 - Hoplcinsville ... Away
Sept. 26 - Mayfield  Home Nov. 7 - Paris  Away
Oct. 3 - Fulton  Away Nov. 14 - Trigg .County . Home
Oct. 10 - Bowling Green. Home-
7
re oPY NOT AU, LEProteurr
„_.
-1•••
C
•
PAGE rouR
Lochie Landolt, Editor Phone 1685
astioato avid
Five Arrangements
Of Flowers Made By
Club Members
Five defRerent types of flower
ariarigemeilts were ma de by
members jo illustrate :he talk
ge en by Mrs. Hoyt Craig at a
rie_nt meeting at the E. Hazel
H.reemakers club. The met-ling
was held 5n the home of Mrs.
lzus S.:Is at one-thirty p.m.
Mrs. Craig spoke on -Flenver
.V.rangemaints." She used pic-
tures and Illustrations during her
diszussecon.'
The meeting was. called to
order by ihe vice president. Mrs.
ic ile Craig. The deeotienal and
thught for the month wene give'
er. 4,).• Misi Hilda Sills. Mrs. Hoyt
Creig led in prayer.
The members* answered roll
ca'l telling of their "most en-
sable vacation experience"
L enscaping notes were present-
ed by M. Irus Sills.
Dureng the social hour, Mrs.
Harley Craig concluded :hz rec-
rca.ion and refreshments were
ser6'ed. Guests were Mrs.. Bob
and Mrs. MelAiri Farris.
Thar Cur-rber .meeting be
hied in lie home of Mrs R ibert
lab
dt, .
.. I a,h rev. ,,,,,arieie err turz.ns
'
C. th. " to e fun.... arsall Carnes *LA.
becauk n oder, test the crork•
ciao key . ant at a rate then
'..• "LneticYle•. This sponsored by1
•
aosactlats un a CA11..111' co of
P hicsoto. Illinois. can provide
- .0. protectioe so Is yok seats:
• 1401IPIT•LIZATIOal
• VW: •t. Suei•G•L
• 00( 105 @ALL S
• a•coline eitonicr
• 110111TGAGE itioaranT,on
ileSultAssCa •s a....
Ivan Si son have insurance son
should Sad oat about this le-
  aa.p
. bah tuture secants and bet-
a amirdele
tare •out tamil• Contact • one
local worm rams usu tor
" tell inturmation •hout this
monk sai ea Plan and is vont
env vea a cent. 1
BILLY SUMNER
509 N Sto Pc .7.re '.912-W
Mrs. 0. C. Wells
Installed President
First Baptist WMU
HE LIKED HER FAT--P111611111 Chat
shows you her nal Ileiletthse
Inside a skirt she wage when
she was married in Leedom and
weighed 240 pounds. measured
47-35-54. She reduced to that
present 38-26-38 and lost her
husband. John Endicott lie
complained that alio was no
longer the same girl he fell in
love with, so they separated.
ROMANCE BLOOMING LATER
_N.451-1VILL.E. Term. UPI —
JUne has lost the traditional title
of marriage month in the Nash-
ville area.
The county clerk's Ifice re-
ported Tuesdev only 2S9 wed-
dings took place during June of
this year. compared with 319 in
o. August.
Eradicate Prevent
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
— Licensed & Insured —
SAM KELLEY
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
Mrs. 0. C. Welts was installed
as president of the First Baptist
Church's W2dU at the recent
ineeting- held at the church. In-
ailing was Mrs. Pearl
Other officers installed were
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, enlistment
vice president; Mrs. Ragon 'Mc-
Daniel, program vice president;
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, secretary;
Mrs. B. C. Harris, treasurer; Mrs.
E. C. Parker, mession study; Mrs.
Humphreys Key, prayer chair-
man; Mrs_ Velma Wisehart, com-
munity mission; Mrs. Edgier Shir-
ley, stedwardship; Mr's. G. B.
Jeinese publicity, Mrs. Fred Gin-
glee, social; Mrs. George Up-
church. jubilee chairman; and
Mrs. E. C. Jones, camp chair-
man.
Conducting, the business meele
ing was the retiring president,
Mrs. E. C. Parker. The devotional
was given by Mrs. Pearl Jones.
The pragrasn, "Keys Thal Open
Le.e)rs," was presented under the
direction of Mrs. George Up-
church.
NEW 1959 GENERAL ELECTRIC
5 CYCLE
FILTER-FLO'
WASHER
An Automatic Cycle
For Any Washable
- 
Taveh ant bay and torn
diell.to rho nreirchieo nvelete
its as easy as paintings!
• F, 1.'44 Viosh..11 System
• Obi 10 peconl <lechers copied?
• Autornatit Scsi D,,perirr
cling many wit,
Both for dilly
HIGH-SPEED
DRYER
With
Automatic
Control
A sit** d;o1 caning drin any
.00.164 last 149011 This dryer
Iciis,tsell off the moment
clothes 0,4 dry-kolowaticolly.
DELICATE ie.:el; for pas and
foci cc:Meet , 7... 1.
t/r yov coils no./ °ire...
Pfilorf for hard Is dry loads.
$200° PER MONTH
B R 0=
• • •
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Social Calendar
Thursday. September 11
The Suzannah Wesley circle of
the Paris District will meet in the
home of Mrs. W. E. Mischke,
Paris, Term., at 11:00 in the
morning for a luncheon meeting.
• • • •
The Magazine club will meet
In the home of Mrs. E. A. Tuck-
er at twe-thirty in the afternoon.
Mrs. Leland Owens will be host-
ess.
a • • •
The Zeta department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at seven pm, at the club house
for a pot-luck dinner,
• • • •
Wednesday October 1,
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
College Presbyterian Churieh will
meet in the home of Mrs. Ginny
Sucoe, 522 Whitnell Avenue, at
nine-thirty in the morning.
Have .4 Daughter
Or Son In College?
Call Ledger & Times
Toe weeks from today the
daily Ledger and Times will run
-a /eaters story on Murray Illn•
Calloway County residents who
are enrolled In Murray State
College or other colleges around
th• country.
If your son or daughter le a
college student, please send the
information to the Ledger and
Times or phone 55 or 1685.
Please include the student's
name, age. col lege attending,
Class, Subject major, sorority or
fraternity, parents names a nd
address, Is g Pt school attended
and what year /se or she gradu.
steel. any office the student iholde
on the campus at the present
time.
•
• • • •
'1101 It*
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shell and
daughiee Becky, from Philadel-
phia, Pa., recently visited his
mother, Mrs. R. A. Shell and
sister, Joan.
Ralph is employed by the Tie-
velers Insurance Company .11
Philadelphia.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas
Foster, Route Two, arutocmce the
birth uf a daughter, Sheila Jo,
born September 21 at the Murray
Hospital weighing seven pounds
14 DIADCE45.
• • • •
- Mr. and-BItt -Lebriall'd Vaughn
recently returned from Chatta-
nooga. Tenn., where they attend-
ed the Southern Textile. and
Yarn Convention.
• • • •
CHIMES DISRUPT SLEEP
MONFIOE Wis. UPI—Monree
reardente_- __were_ .awakened
ahead of schedule Tuesday by the
strains of "Rock of Ages." •
Officials at Grace Lutheran
Church explained a timing device
on the church chimes which
should have run the hymn lithe
noon set it off in the early morn-
ing darkness.
••••=1E.
I MS simmilINNI
Starts SUNDAY!
IGREAT STORYOf The
Old Smith!
GOCkatiiitetil: Inese are
ftiwee' pajamas 'ten for 1.,
They feature *lath tantirirri Up-
tri-the-m.ntre Norfolk jacket and I
knacker pants. Comes .in smartly
-checked flannelette.
.5y N. C Cchranb
- -
'Don't Be Deal
1 ear Out This Ad!
If you act premptly, you are
entitled to an exciting FREE
hook that proves how to hear
itiearly agaitt with both ears, so
yoll- can tell who is t a lk I n g;
where sounds come from.
Simple words .and pictures
describe an amazing Bellow in-
vention created for foal Who
won't wear a hearing aid for
fear of being conspicuous.
For your 2nd chance at hap-
piness in family, social, business
life, write for valuable book sent
in plain wrapper. Write Beltone
Hearing Service, Box 727, Padu-
;eh, Kentucky.
„
•
11•••••ic—
• •
The picture that's the
talk of the nation brings
you memorable scenes
of conflict and love!
M-G-St presents in the greet
treditinn of Grit Sae Romance
MONTGOMERY WIT
I ELIZABETH TAYLOREVA MARIE SAINT
AINTra.:
Couwrst
Ns.
FINGER OF GUILT POINTED AT THEM—The Seolert brothers, Anthony and Joseph, wanted for a
;holdup killing In Philadelphia, are pointed out In Chicago by Mrs. Caroline Brawn as the pale
who tortured her and her son George during a rubbery of George's drugstore. They are also be-
1 luru•el to have committed rebberies in Ohio cities. The brothers were arrested In Kamm City, Mo.
- -
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I'VE GOT STIJIBACK AL01410
Headaches or sore fersdifil Sp*/ Me
wait and play. Get gobs ceaskyra.
'tablets
fog relief with STANBACK A:41Z
a Powders. nwi ST 
fermata so combination of weikeilly
= o
echoes *plod
iiierwaseis ptsliese d
ir
Chestnut St. Tabernacle
Chestnut and Cherry Streets 
Morning Worship .... 11:00 am. Wednesday night  7:30
!Evangelistic Worship .. 7:30 p.m. Friday night PYRA 7:30
Sunday School .. 10:00 a.m.
‘111111M111111.111111MI 
* PLEASE NOTE *
This great movie comes
to 'you at regular ad-
mission.
Open 1:00 - Start 1:30
Feature Starts at
1:40; 4:55 & 8:10
1111 11111
•
10-rn•
P.m.
If you would like to have your church announcement published each week,
mail to the Daily Ledger & Times your church's name, location and
times of principal services.
Bob N,adTeallite-1,
abbp Pot
gOik'kt, O.k.
That's the highest praise hi our Bobby's vocabulary!
You must he as busy as we are . .. keeping house, raising a family,
meeting all the challengee of parenthood.
Yet you volunteered to teach a dozen boisterous boys the great truths
of Christianity.
You sacrifice hours every week . . . in preparation, in prayer, in
patience.
Rut, because you are part of the Church—the one institution which
lives to serve God and man—we have taken you for granted.
We'll be at worship next Sunday. Bobby wants us there And see-
ing what the Church means to him, we want the same spiritual foun-
dation for bur own lives.
Thank you! We marvel at all you have done for Bobby without our
help and example. How much more we will accomplish together. . .
Bobby's parents, Bobby's teacher, and OUR God:
•••••11 1.,*.   Si. ra
Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.
Massey-Ferguson Tractors
Phone 1156
Shoemaker Popcorn Co.
Supporting Calloway County Progress
Murray, Kentucky
Calloway Monument Works
1707 West Main Street
Vaster Orr, Owner
THe CHURCH FOR ALL .
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Chellea Is he greatest factor 00 earth for
the building nf chstacter and good citizenship
It is a storehouse of spiritual values. Waimea a
strong Church. nedher democracy an, crmlization
ran There aza..fnur sound restage eft,
esery person should attend services regulari; and
support the Church. They (I) For his
own sake. (2) For he children's sake. 3) For
the sake of he enninumesty and nation. (4) Fos.
the sake cif "tkir Church itself. which steeds his
moral and material support Plan In so to
church regularly and read your Bible daily.
Day
inniap
Road.?
Tuesdny
Wrelnescial
Thorsday
Friday
Saturday
so. L Chapter Verses
•
Iii .teronomy
(c•I•ttara
Proverbs
Ephesus,.
11 Timothy
'78
24
1:‘
L'n
3
Peoples Bank
Murray, Kentucky
Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th
Murray, Kentucky
2.5
1233
18-21
7
4
15
Workman Auto Repair
300 Ash Street
General Automobile Repair
Murray Insurance Agency Murray Coal & Ice Co, 4
P.O. Box 268 Phone 601
Murray, Kentucky
So. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
'J
-
•
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elle dray, minimum of 17 w•rcle for 60o - 6o per w•rd for Meer. dept. Glaselftee see are e•yable lit adrenal'.
pi:OR-RENT
FURNISHED Garsge sparamoi
Gas heat. See 103 North 10th, or
phon614814. 9-29C
NEWLY DECORATED unfurn-
ished four rim duplex Gas
furnace. N. 14th street. Phone
1431. 9-27C
.11•••
l'arrY FOOT Steel hull river
eruiitie, Lazy Sue. Sleeps nine.
 Runnings.,water, electric lights,
fans, flusICtuilets. Kentiacky Lake
S Ate Park Bcat Dock. John
Shroat. 9-27C
POINTER, MALE, 2% yrs, white
& Lemon, trained and doetoit all.
Regiele:ed. Also 1 male s
pup registered. Greene 0. Was
phone 1281. 9-27NC
MODERN Furnished 'Apartment
large window fan, electric heat, SERVICE STATION STOCK and
fixtures. Buadin.g an be leased.
Company provides good thstribu-
torship agreement. Gcod location.
MODignN 3 BEDROOM Brick. Phone 48 or 2256-J at night.
Ideal, located for college and 9-26C
4 ,rfAlturray Trair(Siglachoul. Tuck-
er Realty Ceanpany, phone 483.
9-26C I
512 Broad Street. E. F. Bilbrey.
TFC
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE Distributorship• ---J
HOUSE 'I ItalltEaR, 30 focit. Call 
Open-7--
73T-M-4. 10-4P
1_411 OIL HtATER: One Duo-
Therm $45.. One Siegler $100
Siarks Hardware: "Mare Things I
Ft* More People." TF
BY OWNER - 17% acre fano..
one - one-half Mile south .1
Kalt-cy• 1/4 mile off highway.
C, Sod [Jur room house. .8 acre
dsrk fired tobacco base. Mrs,.
V-214 '1 Mi-CaliOn. Phone 514-J :-
1114-2455. 9-29(2
LOOK! 10 Alum self storing
Storm w.nuows with alum screen !
and 1 door installed $189._ Also
the triple track.. No down pay- 1
rnent. up to 36 months to pay. t
Hume Comfort Company, 108
South 12th Street. Phone 1303.
10-14-C
HOUSE TRAI1.1:il
73104-4.
31) foot.
9-27C
_
, '1
very well
of the'
a. ii CeLtnel An-
"We htive I fortrudatrae
A pice:_d men even though
we holy. be numerically inferior,
're is every chance that well
si.in the bottle and captu•e the
rei In supplies which will triable
to Inimch an offensive. Who
..k,, our position?"
"I-Semen:like Henry and Jack-
son," replied Captain Cohn Camp-
bell.
"Good men," Andrews corn-
: mented. -Good, Men both, but we
should have an over-all com-
mand."
"We all have the same orders."
-To hold for twenty-four
hones 7" Andrews salted scorn-
fully. "Pah! Trust old Wishy-
Washy Drummond to think that
ifir ...bp! Do you realize that, If an
ortunity presents, %vs shall be
saahle to launch an effective
...counterattack r• -
right"
Andrews said sadly, "More of-
fteial mismanagement With the
exception of Lee, our high officers
are bungling asses."
"What about Stuart, Jackson,
Hood. and the rest?"
"Grandstand players!" Andrews
ditnid contemptuously. "Very 
pic-
uresque and good headlines for
the press, but they accomplish
nothing. How many lives have
been sacrificed because those who
should have exercised wisdom
chose to play the fool?"
"AU of them."
"Eh?"
"All of them."
There was a short Plerlee While
Andrea's poitered. Then, "You're
.• right. Of course you're right
ei; aliThen do you think the war should
: 'lave ended?"
"It should never have started."
There was another siimice that
•.7 Anikews broke, "You're right
again. Have you always held such
views?"
"Always."
"Yet, you're In uniform ?"
Colin countered with, 'laid you
want to fight a war?"
"No," Andrews said without
Seaton. "I much preferred my
0111 porting business. Colin, you're
a pernicious influence."
"Why?"
"You make me think. Why are
we here?"
"Solliern should never think,"
Colin advised. '"They should mere-
ly accept, and we are here."
"So we are," Andrews laughed.
They stopped talking and si-
lence reigned. Cohn slid from the
boulder he'd been sitting on and
llowed his head on it. Ile
"Nought of Ann Stewart and Im-
mediately wished he had not, for
he could not think of Ann without
thinking of her dead hueband,
Ling. And he could not think of
Ling without going over and over
Man or Woman in Area
Own your own money-mak•
ing business. Practically op-
erates itself. We install self'
selling display units in hi-
triffic supermarkets, drug
stores, etc. You service units
in spare time with finest
quality Nat'l advertised LP
records. Locations subject to
your approval in writing. Re-
quirements- 5 hours a week,
car, references. $975 purchases
locations and guaranteed in.
ventory (all merchandise re-
turnable). Unlimited oppor-
tunity for growth. Write now
for local interview. Give
phone.
International
Industries
1405 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Female Help Wanted I
TWO WOMEN canvassers. Five
days per week. Salary and car
allowance. For interview Phone
143-3 beroteen 7 and 5 p.m.
(n.ghts). 9-29C
s WANTED
EVERYYOKE to see the gigantic
bargains atllaxier Clark Furni-
ture Co., Hazel, Ky. Also fres
door prizes at 4:319 Saturday.
9-27C
, WANTED to RENT.)
WANTED TO RENT from owner.
Farm' wIth 1 to 4 acres dark
tcbacco base, 4 to 10 acre corn
ba•e. References given. Phone
715-M or wiSte - litrurray-- 
Box 241. 9-28C
AUCTION SALE.]
ABERDOEN-ANGCS Cattle sale.
75 head registered. Madisonville,
Ky., Fairgrounds, Monday, Oet-
tober 6, 1. p.m., ,CDT. Bulls, bred
heifers, and' cows with calves,
all from El-Mar Angus Farms,
-Madisonville, phone Taylor 1-
2979. E. T. 13,->gget,s, owner. 9-27C
ri-3-u-s. Opportunities 11 . Card of Thanks
"SPEIOILAL-Type Route Work. 60
ITHI6 IS YOUR opportunity. to
save money. Bargains galore-
' Free prizes Sat. 430. 137axter
Clark Furniture Co. Hazel, Ky.
M. A. Oliver & Son. Mgr. 9-27C
Services Offered
• _j
leitkrIMESSES REBUILT like
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg.
Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray rep-
resentative Tabers Upholstery
Shop, 101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
10-25C
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect. Mayfield 433, Union City
TU-5-9361. 11-15C
NOTICE
hi-Aatialai.eice Moe very  cdearimeni.
Free prizes to beogiven Sat. 4:30.
Baxter Clark Furniture Co.
Hazel, Ky. M. A. Olfiser Sun,
Mgr. 9-27C
1----175ST & FOUND
- - 
REWARD for information about
children's pet 'Collie. Solid white.
brown patches over eyes a tt(t
ears - 5 months old. Call la,.
9-21.is
;tans, 5% days. $80 guarantee
plus znspenses weekly. Opportu-
nity to earn $200 weekly. Pert
silent. Write Fui:er Brush Corn-
' pony, 422 Columbus Aye, Pa-
ducah, Ky. Ph. 3-27777." 9-30C
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(In Ws mind what he might hate
Sone to stop the raiding and save
Ling's life.
Al.vays, he came to the etmclu-
:min that short of putting him in
'irons, there was nothing he could
have done. His sense of responsl-
l bility for Ling's death grew out
of Ida love for Ann, out of the
guilty knowledge that it freed
her for him if she would have
him now.
Andrews fell Into a sound sleep
and Ma gentle snoring broke the
felence.
Cohn, who had slumbered
peacefully on a half -thousand rude
couches, found sleep eluding ham.
Ile stared at the erky. Soon, by
the time the sun rose, only twelve
hours of their vigil would remain.
When the sun set, all who re-
mained alive would be free to
leave. Colin shook his heed In tr-
ritation. The Yankees had not
come all night and there was no
certainty that they would come
with the morning. Everyone might
survive the day.
Toward morning, the clouds
scurried away. The wan, sad
dawn broke. A heavy mist that
had lingered all night over the
creek wandered into the woods.
It hung there like a great thick
blanket of white fleece. The sun
burned through it and the mist
drifted away. Colin glanced at
Andrews, still sleeping, and then
at his men.
Sonic of the men still slept,
some merely a-sited, and some
gnawed at the cold hardtack and
pickled beef that had been lemma.
Every 'man was now a veteran,
and all knew that their orders
were to hold this position at any
coat for twenty-four hours. Yet,
perhaps because attack was not
certain and perhaps because no
one believed he would die, the
men seemed bored rather than
tense or excited.
Andrews stirred, wakened, and
yawned prodigiously just as Ja-
son Maxwell hobbled down to
Colin.
"Any orders, sir?"
The orders stand as Issued,
Sergeant."
"Very well, Captain."
Jason left and Andrews gazed
curiously after him. "There's a
queer duck."
"Why?"
"I've never seen his feathers
ruffled."
"They're never ruffled."
"You'd almost think he likes
this." a
"He does."
"What is there to like about
it?" Andrews looked inquiringly
at Colin. "Is he bloodthirsty?"
Cohn said emphatically, "Def-
initely not! Jason's one of the
klnr:est, gentlest and most con-
eiderate people I've ever known!
But hc's a spccial case. As some
are born to be musicians, artists
or engineers, Jason was born to
Lie a soldier. It is soldiery and not
war, that he likes."
Andrews said dubiously, "A
soldier who doesn't care to lull
anyone?"
"Have you known many soldista
who do like to kill?"
"Come to think it it, no," An-
drews conceded. "All this Is too
profound for my feeble mind."
Gustily and with obvious en-
joyment he began to eat his own
pickled beef and hardtk. Collo
sat quietly; he appreted the
compeny of this man who was
compounded of such earthy in-
gredients. Then the warm sun.
slanting through the trees, made
him drowsy and he slept.
He awakened suddenly. but no
sound had disturbed him and ne
saw nothing new. Some inner
sense whetted by years of con-
stant danger had alerted hirp....Ae
sat up and saw that Andrews was
now keenly watchfuL All along
the tine, men had ceased what-
ever they Were doing to face the
direction frym which the enemy
they could neither see nor hear,
but only sense, was approaching.
Ten rifles spoke from an ad-
joining position and were an-
swered by the oncoming Yankees.
Colin clearly heard ten more ri-
fles, then ten more, and nodded
approvingly. He had Instructed
his men to flee In groups of ten
so that, by the time the last
rifles were empty, the first would
be reioadeelland ready to shoot
again:Then-he saw the Union
troops.
Men with bayonited rifles were
walking the ridge across the
creek. • They made no attempt to
conceal themselves because they
knew they were ont of range.
They wanted to draw fire in or-
der to exhaust the enemy's sup-
ply or. ammunition.
They descended to the creek
bottom, and when they reappeared
they were more cautious. Cohn
realized Dolt the Union troops
outriumbei his men and also
_hat the third of in army in his
command must sound like the en-
tire army. It was advantageous
that the Yankees did not know
that General Drummond had gone
with two-thirds of the army.
Again the first ten rifles spoke,
thee the second, and Colin aimed
and fired with the third. Doubt-
less, this first attack was • probe
to assess the Rebels' strength and
determine their positions. The
Yankees returned fire and re-
treated.
There would he a brief hill be-
fore the next attack, and Colin
took full edvantage of the quiet
and relaxed.
"The great menacing ser-
pent of enemy soldiers halted.
Somebody yelled, 'Run! They're
behind us: " as the story
continues.
There are ns w ,rds ti exl'
our thanks Lot :he many at:.
kindness ?hewn us during inc
illness and parsing of our
one, Chig Carraway. To each
bi you that helped in any v....
la"Fge or small, to make our
burden lighter, we will iurever
be grateful.
Sue, Carolyn
Soot e, Tommy
Brother & Sisiars
STAUFFER
2,..4-10ME REDUCING
PLAN
Sales and Service
Phone Taylor 1-5539
or write
MINNIE BASSETT
P.O. Bolt 547
Hopkinsville, Ky.
NANCY
a
Answer to Y•sterday's Puzzle
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-At a distance
6-Hurried
9-Cleaning
ut enetl
12-Exact
13-Peel
14-Anger
15-Three-toed
Moth
111-Man's name
13-Pale
So-Fur example
(abbr.)
29-The
aweetaon
311-Crazy
(slang)
Si-Projecting
tooth
SS-Brother of
Jacob
21-Turf
32-Accept as
Valid
34-Chore
35..1. stat•
(aid). 1
37,-Mbress4
39-Ilack .b.wn
4)-Pronoun
41-S119)1 .mm
44-l7,,ats In air
45- Worm
4;- Additional
41-.aitowsnee
for wast•
50- vcrmer
Russian
ruler
12-Snare
64-Nova Scotia
labbr
65-Sign of
xodmc
51-tlirl's name
fa -A continent
61-Afternoon
Party
53-Number
45-1Thodes-
loOk
117-1.1111,,,a1
6C-NITIn's nam•
TitII2 9911111
by
DOWN
1-Indnuesian
tribesman
iestlftvtie of
friends
1-f. mhol for
1-Female ruff
5-Malice
6-Having
least color
7-Teutepic
deity
3-Condensed
moisture
11-Son of Zeus
10-Confunetion
11-Hebrew
letter
17-Parent
(epilog.)
19-Indian
mulberry
fl-contest
23-District is
Germany
25-Assembilea
26-Most
unusual
27-Scent bag
23-Present
30-Employe
33-Fixed period
of time
35-Mond of
union
38-Tumult
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46-If ern
43-Corns onto
acen•
16-Dinner
cours•
-Pr-Having ears
61-Note of
scale
5- Afternoon
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si
16-Awayt
46-High
mountain
as. skill
61-Preposition
62-Man's
nickname
5.4-Prefix not
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HOUSE PAINT  
SALE uK lAqJs
KURFEE'S EVER KLEEN
OUTSIDE WHITE
Our Ve.y Best Paint)
- OF -
KURFEE'S PRIMATROL
Blister Proof on New, Dry Wood
Blister Resistant on Repainting
BOTH REDUCED!
Reg. $6.80
UNTIL OCT. 1, only $575
STARKS HARDWARE
"MORE THINGS FOR
12th a Poplar
MORE PEOPLE"
Phone 1142
NANCY--
I CAN'T
FIND MY
IRONING
BOARD
I'M
USING
IT
saselk
1 11
ABBIE an' SCATS
ARE YOU
IRONING 2
NO,
M M
PAGE FIVE
NOT A CHARGE tougher time in the congressional
race from the Fifth istriet this
ATLANTIC UPI - The GeOr- fall.
gia Republican Party which has
a hard enough time in Democra-
tic South, will have an even
liarty officials forgot to qualify
their candidate for Congress be-
fore the deadline last Saturday.
winter on the way!
INSULATE!
Let us insulate your home for winter
warmth and comfort. Insulation brings
down your fuel bills ... actually pays
for itself in a very short time. Be smart
... be thrifty. Act now! You'll be glad
you did when the cold weather tomes.
Ask for a free eArriate.
MURRAY
HOME IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
R. 5 Murray Ph. 958-M-4
B. C. BAILEY, Owner
FREE X RAY
EXAMINATION
,
For Those Who Suffer With ....
At The
OAKLEY
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
BACK TROUBLE - NERVE DISORDERS
HEADACHES RHEUMATISM or ARTHRITIS
Call or come by the clinic today and make your
appointment. This free examination is only for
a few more days.
Dr. E. ft Chadey
Chiropractor
Aurora, Ky.
HOURS:
1fi:00 a.m. -$ p.m. Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
1:00 p.m.- 8 p.m. Sunday. Closed Tue. & Sat.
Phone ELmwood 4-4140
Fairdealing
by ki.eburn Van -13-1-1-Se;--
I'M TEACHING MY
DOG TO SIT UP
Ta 5. 0 S 0. -
COO. ••61111.• : 6 -
•
•
REMEMBER, AUNT AB8IE -I
CAN USE AS MANY OF THESE
ABSURDLY SIMPLE
LITTLE SCRIBBLINGS
OF YOURS AS YOU
CAN PAINT,'
UL' ABNER
'i0U WANT
TO BUY
MANHATTAN
ISLAND, EH?
IT'S VERY KIND 0' YOU T' TAKE
AN INTEREST IN MY PAINTING,
MR. VAN COG. WHAT DO
YOU WANT ME TO DO
WITH YOUR
PAINTING ?
a4100SE CAN'T
GO AL/EAD W/77,1
DOESN'T OkA/
•••.••
IT'S IN
PRETTY
GOOD
CONDITION,
YOLI KNOW!!
THE PRICEILL
BE HIGH!!
ITS YOURS ,
DEAR LADY:
u S ttv•Ou •
•
*-BU7: I
UNDERSTAND
THAT WHEN
IT WAS
BRAND
NEW--
by Ernie Busllov
IT'S TOO BIG FOR A
CRACK IN THE WALL, AND
TOO UGLY FOR.
A CHRISTMAS
CARD --
401/515eff
SV 7/1.3 CAPP
TRUE !!-5UT WE'VE
PUT IN A LOT OF
EXPENSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS
SINCE THEN!!
•=7„,,
I e •
.,"t'* "ON
-
_
f eOPY NOT ALL LEIN.tata•
ear
5.
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A Trip Through MurraV• • • •
(Continued from Front Page)
(Continued from Front Piet) One line of 0,r-1yas* r Tracy's
that MIPtPaa!Pul me wa* the "Tot.
as'? Young" hoe designed by
C;oria ,wancn These dresses
are in half s.zes, and are all de-
signed w:'h an eye toward mak-
,ng several trapeze dresses. One int the wearer look slenderer
ti the window is a (14'• blue Belk-Settle has its ladies' de- ars.„
" 
_
eugak'ni er°1‘41 very4ht)T1 P8r.merel on sl'ennd 
floor 
"" g 
p( 
A spokesrnan aid4 
pair 
of binoculars'
that the two
*M 
irirva:gland 
sleeves
and at fitted 
at
;4.4 re nev el(,"9.4 fnr ""' My r%. hurricane now boiling through
. blrethnt. Theakirv flat
there
"" lilt!" the Atlantic could have absolute-cot (torn bow It" for rrie to keit at. She VIIW es-
4.-
sorted with a eimple gold p4r)
The Julia Ann Shop on the
past side of !he square is show-
l ly no effect on the Vangu•rdebuet and forms th trianguar pecially proud '4 
skirt 
hpr 
th
'ers 
.ng latinthing The apoke*man sad beet eports who received Aiwa;so WOO' mamtd "Ir2Pr"
•• 
Sweater,: are really the 
tag 
Well, what else could Y"11 cal 'h.% year in Murray An out- 
both Helena and Ilea were .or, far New members ,nitiated
away to make any differenee the Hait'l FFA were; Jo.:it s A portion Onto( built into •he
The Navy said it dirt n .• ex- Bramisrt, Ronnie Like, Moo
peel that the new %fee iti'*' would 11125:CTS, James Neebot, -
achieve an orbit as ;drat as that my N,x, Danny Outland, Charles
of Vanguard P. which is expected Perry, Joe Denald Hasiberry,
to stay op 20(1 rears That moon- Charles Stanley. Torn White,',let, which began It long journey irtwny Wilson and Paul CentMarch 17 in the only successful Jerry Waters ReporerVanguard launching, swings out
2.400 miles from the earth at the
you'd cardigan there is knitted
of heavy 'an heather orlon with
a torte neck. This is the only
torte neck card'ean I have ever
teen. The sweater, a bulky Mat-
er. has Xis eleevese and 'Wen ire°
via big pearl button,
The relaxed look is interpreted
by Rehr -Settle in a two-piece
dress .4 wool tweed in black,wool are used to fine..tho coat. now and while with an 
°era-
11 you get tired of it one way,
serene to me that you could turas
it wrong-side-out and hive a
new out
The Consolidated !fore on the
menet has gr.rne very pretty collar Two f:inged "elf -6 .wcsweaters in ork.n that they led trim the blouse frontme ran be machine-washed The One /ravish par.; drew at Set-e/v.41er. here are molly in nee Is gold taffeta under taresr/loot, loots In  a wenderfulowit--wrw-- autime .hretes, 
A wide ettlIrfied CLIMMerband is 
71 3 polinfle 
around 
the earth.
simpered to 53 4 pounds for Van-
guard I The new satellite weigh7
ed only 21 3 pounds. but the
third-stage Vanguard rocket cas-
ing would follow  it if au iota
was obtained.
Two other satellites were mak-
ing regular trips around the globe
when the 111•Vi Vanguard was
fired Three were the NO-josh,
tube-shaped Yxplerer. I and IV
launched earlier this year by the
Army's Jiipiter-CK. which had
a record if three successes in
five tries
The Navy • had high h 'pee for
the little moon Oeffietals geld ac-
yntitt 11 Wilt 1* kbWIo
'see' Atlantic horicene. or Paci-
fic tynhoon's as it whirls through
ftp whir 
,___
"Severe •tfiren• which' breed
crelonee or tornadoes may be
skirt gives it its shape
Of the many car coats op at
Julie Ann'.. the one I !,ked
moat was a heavy rib-weave
blot* wool with shaker knit col-
ter and cuffs le is the lin:ng
this neat 'hr makes it so cor-
e/ending Wide. bold sstripesof
red. black and white knitted
variety of pastel, One cardigan
4 mustard Ben Lon hod la
sleeves) and a ribbed tolls- The
buttons on this ewpater were
ocean pearl, dyed to a perfect
(oiler match Another cardigan.
alio with a collar, had white
eaw-toodi trim in a 'ore half
circle sense the front.
Slim Jens in 'know, endless
stuiply are silo° very much in
evidence at Consolidated Mr;
Jones snowed me throe smartly
twpered sleeks in several dif-
ferent fabrics and path...fit The
'Weir are much more attractive
then 'he name they beer, but
fallen Jvns they are I think I
realid hive dreamed up a allerii
better name, but it'. • *- late
now.
A trip nut to the Variety
Shoe on Ohre is well worth
Uwe* a b see t.. the bouffant
skirt.
Then I sowed in at the Cher-
ry'. and went up to the balcony
to se,. what was new there I
was told that in jun a few days
there would really be news when
their chrome/at of helenca tights
arrived These The much
heard and reed abirnit "crazy
lees" noticing. or what-have-
you. 01 full fashioned "retch;
nylon, these tighes promise t i set
Murray ablaze with red. block.
orange Or green legs when the,
weather gine cold- onoirahl
A plaid wool silP0•Vet..s,
nose jumper trimmed in bleat
knit at the nec& arm. and 'per.
ker.. was one .4 the many casual
drew,* shown there The p'sid-
Seventh ... F. F. A.
News
the melon could at lard point to
a oraosie. woorwww- -trimet„g- .in_ The liazel Chapter of Future
space with Ruaide's narbright
Sputnik III. The Navy said 
the. Farmers of Aimerica held its
satellite would. twinkle like a 
tlreen Hand initiation recently 
Irn a joint meeting with the . H.
"fifth or sixth magnitude star:, A. The program was planned by '
and ' might be o cbserved with A a orranttree from pooh group
with adoise Irian the teachers
The initiation was held ,n
school gym and the entire high
srhool attended. School leach rs
served as judges and picked • he
Monet fleck of pale blue The
straight skirt has a walking
pleat The dress hap a she-
mi.c over styled with to and If the satellite went innb . orbit
sleeves and a I',10,1 stand-aw kiy it WollId two stray much above
or below the earth's half-way
mark.
A earlier orbit was calculated.
the Nevy said, because the latest
most distant point of its orbit and ALL HEAD*
never draws nearer than 407 " ItINIW'CH. Eng - UPI — Al
miles notice in a shop here reads: Small,
The rocket was launched at a heeds, tall heads, big heads, pig
15 degrees angle to the et Maim heed., thin heads, fat heads--we
have crash helmets for all shapes
and sizes."
ii
dee' time The emart n-ar ship ie big and bold. and there it sooi_sientifiable- through this satellite.“has done itself proud ar111 an nothing Ito about the e sloes in the Nevi. staid "ItIlimately thiseSrellent e"linttinn 'llin'!ttWe'3t this jtinever- black. rum and f e 1.,1 Id cover eatelitte may be ableTheir sweaters and shirts were One hei little utr,n-
- .
made fdr taefl ntntr•" The"' Cherry's if a cost that is the end.can be rioted and matched at Neither "tiling nor color is tooyou see fit. Inv when "matched," unusual but the real interestthe7 *rem ?met sureegl•ftll 10 me here he. in what it iv made of.A (obit blue sweeter w it It Luxor-oars white pearlised ;path-bracelet lenerh •Ill"PTo" was a i .'t is lasinfilv taped to make apeidart met• for a blue-Era1 ' hill lengeh flared coat. TO. eostbnathei herringbone skirt The etyled with ragfend Push-d9/wester is a double breasted sowers. %tool poiroeis avid eee acardigan with a misid• C0111r d rind sitapao parwi .1 I 11 • 0An even dorm button. noire+ the back A ;dein tuxed.. fronttwo by taw., down the front earl be changed with the additiollA cteer-neck ,wea'er of roan- 4 a lustrous black mink collar
I . pntieri facsimile weather
maps or even an image with
enough definition to distinguish
truce of clouds, coast-lines, lakes,
mountain range's and other fea-
tures"
HULA HOOPS BANNED
United Press leternattenalnavicarroar. Iowa um—The
M,.nree Fletnerit•ry School has
balmiest hula hoopoe from its play-berry wool and mdta.r teams This cost is alnion the ult-Wiete groundop alftl a skirt to R•rtnnfil - Texas 'style luxury 0.; 1 'need School nefleiall laid the whirl"flannel of the 'am. color "Dreg f,. add that it is nos torsion- Mg hoops were causing "con-Shag' is the risen, Elven .0 this ; weer fusing" and a storage problembulk's knit sweater The mohair This about aims tip my tripI. a slortely lighter shade than through the worki of high -fash-toe wool, which 'eve. the sweat- ion tie seen in Murray There 
A QUESTION OF' VALUES
co an interesting 'roots" slimeA- are rowdiest/ note. 1 $11 on mypion F.nglanddese that I' Will never have rough Ifealth Mete-clot Frank StudienThe Style Maws peeeeno, lash- to 0111P, I $110$1.11 y.41.11111$t told a health in.toenters' confer-MIte glsinermie a• its swank own tour through the .etores in ewe Tuesday • ettrvev 'if 21110black and white window • The nitwit and see how much variety bowie. In the nerthern induestrialJohnson's brought ow, a really and real !tyke is offered here at town of Morley showed 1)6 hadIten' e'n'f"•11 arm" This after- home. 01 store. sou know and television sets but only three haddart etealiort It ,of inky Crick itruat
crepe enetuidird into a slegider 
bethtube. six hot -seater. and four
their own toiletssaitaith with a deceptively de- ;
mure e-wal neck Th sheath,
with se -sleeve,. is self etsPael and MONTPF.I.IFS..Ve CPIhas 3 rhieettene clip at -"the Telephone operator. here havewaist But the feature Nat lifts detheed a code to speed up seerthis dress is a floating pone! tire 0#1(' means "out milking
which falls from the v7ioulde'710
et--- -the-- beck- - The -prod Miner •
fire on one ode but is sewn
Into the sides scam on .the other
all the way down *o the hem 11
, wmild not recommend this dries
_ to the timid!
aliment hate vs describe -*-
noel I low there, but 'hie up th•
word Mr. J.ifineoti told me 1
toe. A wondentuely soft coot
mere own in a brandy color wa.
derreobed to site a. "barrel strap-
.. ed.." Those are not ma words.
IRO it's a fair attempt to etpla
this' ewe eheertriere are solo
fairly wide. and title coat taper'
to a, name* hint Extra foliate-
fs gaily shirred Mtn 'he heo.
'below-. • yokr The eel!. buotoni
with five button, and has brace-
let sleeves.
For a small 'Owe. Tracy'.
Deere Shop ha. a particular'. •
large stock Tlio I. the onl•
olives, in Murray where I •att
any of those saes colored ewe-
!nes lliey irre r Tracy"! in all
domino blue pink and grey att
well as the more traditional Afol-
ors There I sew WIMP very ••-
teseerse reiresvall( e'er-tom cot-
ton tweeds a hick have been '
treated to be water resistereie
A. well a. eporora-ear and
dresses. Mrs Tree, hes a fah-
uloire collector ;4 Onwerie
petilicoets and ruhet
fhaelfs- hi's of low". ries VFW ANTI) R61 11.171T•17 IS
, e oh an eimpenelst a net hrre oanet-ecreerert oo:
at very roodienite price. Oaret..wne 'own anti !".a•vf.',
tire drssos a' Tracy', I re- Th• feather and fern drown. Jr
member was black wool jersey 'he •  lIed • %V.' e P./fr,
is * very definite PkYivArf "
1,-44 Sat :non tul;dees •• •Pe'le-"s • iv 7
leased in the back trent a high fal • goer z (err tithe '
wale' The dress Pied Pelf-covet- ior• eeerf reote.7e and T. a
ed bottom down the (row and is,
tar, •11.11 poette's I Sy Adler of C•ttfarnia
Murray
Livestock
Report
Murray Livestock Market
report as complied by
the Federal State
Market News
Service,
CATTLE: Mx) bulk of re-
oopts *lookers and feeders.
:oat demand, active, strong,
laughter steers Sop higher,
• Walkers and feeders 50e to
$1 00 h.alter
Good. slaughter steer. MO
_leo 441 sartuxiir 12350 hi
Iii g h standard 123 oo to
- 123 30 Itigh standard slaugh-
-ter heifers 1213.33. Utility et.pW1
115.75 to $11.90, commercial
$17.00 to 1000 Canner and
cotter. $11410 to 113.10 Utility
in.] commercial bulks $111 23
... $21 30.
Choice slicker steers $2700
II $31.93, good $2400 to
12600 Choice sticker heifers
425 00 to $27 30, good 22 30
.. 247%, medium $111 00 to
11200 Choice feeders 24 10 to
0060. good $21 30 to $2.1 76,
0144111M $20 74)
CALVES: 17,1 Active, fully
steady to SO( higher Chowe
0 1.m. prime 3250, good to
.ow choice 130 30 High 'Lan-
iard t.. good 120 50 to
Po 40. Good :laughter calve.
52300 to $2500. standard
$1900 to $2200
HOGS: Bulk if receipts
mostly mixed %eight and
Valle butchers Active and
lead; Hulk US No I. 2 and
3 barrows and gilts 190 to 240
tround• $20 7S. 243 to 273
$10 00; 300 pounds
$1975 Slaiialiter s o w all
wolghla $1619) to $1140 100
to 150 point' feeder pigs
$16 06
Illisrfo. t
\\_\1_1111111m111111
MIIRRAY
TI4EATRE
I. fix I (1'11( Show Start. •
FRIDAY and
at 14 :20 (truly.
SATURDAY
of (1 :45 & 9:45
*WWI
;or
f‘tit.
ifYPPA(YnW
SUN.-MON.-TUF
I 
Glenn FORD Shirley Mad AINE
STRANGER KIN
The
`.
SNEEpousPitaMtiA!Cr„o#:1
(OCAS Pot- %%%%%
Stew, coffactiCnof
4.#
plue COLOR CARTOON
WE
THANK YOU
The Good People of Murray and Calloway
County For Your Wondeiful Acceptance of
ALL JERSEY MILK
On this the first anniversary of our
ALL JERSEY MILK program, we would
like to thank our loyal customers who have
supported us through the years, and who,
along with our many new customers gave
such wonderful acceptance to ALL JER-
SEY MILK.
We are well pleased with this pro-
gram and for many reasons. First, we
think we offer to our customers a bottle of
milk that is nutritionally superior becaiIse
of certain well known factors _inherent to
the Jersey breed.
- Too, we are pleased that this pro-
gram offers the dairy industry in our com-
munity an opportunity to grow and ex-
pand.
More milk sales by a local plant
means more job opportunities and a mar-
ket for more local milk.
ALL JERSEY MILK
CONTAINS
More Protein
More Calcium
More Phosphorus
More Food Energy
More Milk Sugar
THAN ANY OTHER- MILK
— GRADE "A" DIVISION —
RYAN MILK CO.
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SPECIAL
MURRAY
FASHION
EDITION
•••••..
6 PAGES
MURRAY
FALL '58
FASHIONS
So New So Unmistakably
FALL '58
l'here's exciting fashion news in Murray,
today. . . Local shops offer all the delights 
of another fashion year. . . NEW free-moving silhouettes.
NEW ascending hemlines and wandering waistlines! NEW
opulent fabrics ... New color brilliance. There's more than
-##just a hint of the romantic Empire period . . . and a faint nostalgic
flavor of the flapper era! But Murray's fall fashions are intrinsically
NEW .. . endlessly exciting, fabulously flattering! Unmistakeably Fall '581
re-4-gwi"i NOT PAL LEvi•set*
ONNWINalbr. 
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Alive with elastic freedom-and-
Et for every 'gal on the go"..„
RAVE...the new bra by
cr--ormfit
393
Lr°
ELA
°found cup
ELASTICi
bock!
ELASTIC
bock Or opt
ELASTIC
under C,Jp1
Rave by Formfit tales )ou thru busy day' in free-moving comfort,
shape-making fashion. Looks light ... wears easy.
feels wonderful!
Notice the new low cut at the side of the cup. Conforms to your
body thanku to elastic ... rises ettra room for arm movement
Notice the U-shaped back. ll'on't ride up because even-pull elmtic
gentiv hugs sour boils. Notice all the elastic features for extra
fit andiree.lom. Be fitted in Rase by Formfit ... for the
active -gal on the ;,...”! In uliste cotton broadcloth, 32A to 38C.
Town & College Shop
for career or casual hours.. .urban or suburban life!
Ladies New Fall
DRESSES
12 to 24 and in half sizes too'
Good Variety it colors and $698
fabrics in the tie-4 fall 58 shapes!
NYLON HOSE  2 pr. '1.00
LADIES' PANTIES 3 pr. '11A0
Orlon ac Dynel Pile
Fabrics from
Shelton Loom of N.Y.
Fabulous Fake Fur
COATS
Sizes 10-16
s4995
Lad es
Skirts
Douglas Marc
Rayon, Flannel
Acetates
Plaids. Solids &
Tweeds - sizes
2246
$398 ,
‘A, 001. TWEED
SUITS
Sires 9 - 18
$14"
SLiM
JIMS
Fall Colors
Have That
Earthy Feel
Shades of autumn! ... Fall's
color story is really down-4o-
earth!
One new red Is matched to
potters' clay and aptly named
kiln red ... a first cousin to
famous "tomato red." Brick red,
also new, is related to kiln, but
contains more orange.
Deep, rich and alive as na-
ture's grasses are the greens
selected to be featured for fall.
Vibrant sky-type blues, called
ceramic blues. join navy and .
royal blue as the favorites in
their class this season.
Elarthernware Ittir owns are
just that! And, they are pre-
dicted to be the newest, smart-
est shade for fall.
• Violets emerge as the "dash
of color". hue '.bat may reach
the popularly heights previ-
ously enjoyed by orange.
range from pale lilac to vibr.
purple.
But, orange has not been
tad yet. Shades are many, rang-
from -bright- --pumpkin-- -be
deep russet.
Rich-earth black will never
fade! Ps success seldom varies
a shade season after season.
White, so important with
black and as a resort fashion,
gains a place in :he 'fall sun.
Some elect black as its trim in
turn ... but many eased styles
are all-eats.
Be the "earthy-type" this fall
... in your eh -lice uf c,lors
and you'll be .41 :_p the world
of fashion.
Dan River Cottons
or
Crease Resistant Rayon
exciting
PLAIDS
STRIPES
SOLI DS
$298 & $398
FABULOUS ORLON
BAN LON
SWEATERS
by CAMPUS QUEEN
Wonderful selection colors,
qtyle, and trims —
-
Cardigans  '5.98
Slipovers  '4.98
CONSOLIDATED STORES
. • ,
•
1-figh Style
Look Sparks
Leather Wear
Leather locans larger than
n :he fashion horizon this
Ice the drape of leather
lush, rich texture gives
WHAT'S NEW IN FALL SHOES?
... practically everything! The
covered-up shoe for daytime wear
vies with the foot-flattering T-
strap for dress-up ... toes will
be po:reed or "snipped"
Two examples of the important
fall look in shoes are shown here:
ABOVE: An elegant, smooth
leather pump topped with a
fasjilonable bow ... set on a
"jost-high-encugh" heel.
By Town el Country
LEFT: This is an original Inter-
pretation of the basic 7-strap
silhouette. In black calf or Suede,
to complement fall's "leggy look."
By Mademoiselle
—favored- for---sportsvrear.
Belts, large pockets, double-
breasted buttons and decorative
stitching gives them a country
gentry air.
ever
fall,
and
dis-
inction to the new silhouettes in
coats and jackets.
If you leveret tried the fit-
-you stretch hosiery . . why
e them a try this tam
Shn Bags
Team Up For
Fall Harmony
Whether you choose a chem-
ise, a trapeze, or sickle-shaped
fashion, all of these silhouettes
influence each of their comple-
mentary accessories f r om
lower heeled shoes, to t heir
matched - in - mood handbags!
Fashion's influence on hand-
bags is largely a matter of out-
line!
Handbags are "elongated" and
take on a new "chemise-shape"
for fall and winter!
Envetopes are included, of
course, but the chemise hand-
bag takes first place!
The coordination of bags with
shoes depends fur the most part,
on the use of the same material
(leather or fabric), and the coloi,
rather than exactly matching dig
This way, one handbag
be worn with other shoes,
still look smart.
Exceptions to the rule,
the deliberately - matched
and bag ensemble winch
usually in novelty types,
very flattering for a special
fit.
In leathers, butter-soft
is favored,
can
and
are
shoe
are
and
out-
Ca!
Many new 'blimp are seen, In
eluding red felt used to perk
up earthen-toned suede jackets Sr-
and black capeskin coats. Air;
other newcomer in lin:ngs is
striped wool jersey matched to
a slim suellt coat. Wool knit
and padded silk foulard linings
add hanger appear to motor
coats. Zip-out alpaca finings add
arment to^ motor - Coa
Zip-out alpaca linings are popu-
lar with collegians and subur-
banites.
Jackets range in length from
below - the - waist to finger-tip
and coats from three-quarter to
!oil length. Easy, casual lines are
in
SPORTS WEAR
SWEATERS
SLIM JIMS
BERMUDA SHORTS
BLOUSES
SEPARATES and CO-ORDINATES
Tracy's Dress Shop e
NOTE: -We request that you read this ad carefully. The news it brings you is per-
haps the mosts,gnificant beauty advance of your lifetime. It is in essence a factual
report on an ent rely new beauty concept.
Helena Rubinstein, chief' lieisot 'between the two worlds of medicine and cosmetolog/ Ic.
was the first to examine the cosmetic efTectiveness of human Placenta, one of the great medical discoveries of
World War II when it was dramatically used t ebuild tissue. It is an important source of the miraculous
gamma globulin and of many life-supporting nutrienti: -
THE COSMETIC DISCOVERY, PLACENE. This is Helena Ruhinstein's development from the extrait
of human Placenta. It embodies proteins, lipids, minerals, humectants akd emollients.
THE RESULT: TREE OF LIFE. Undoubtedly the richest preparation ever to come from her laboratory.
An entirely luxurious and. subtly fragrant cream that belies its high, revolutionary p ose.
••••••=.1••••1
-la
HOW DOES TREE OF LIFE CREAM WORK? 1. It actually presents placental extraita to deeper strata
of the complexion.. 2. It actively makes. things happen, helping to bring an amazing smoothness and
softness to aging, dry wrinkled skin.
3. It imparts a lively, significant
tone. 4. In short,
Tree of Life, by going back
to the miracle of birth brings
about the appealing, effortless
From The
Miracle Of Birth
freshness of youth.
TREE OF LIFE CREAM HAS A TWIN, AN EMULSION
which flows over the skin and enters
Beauty
Reborn
in with its marvelous
PLACENE•, leaving the skin
moist, refreshed and quite luininouts. It is a powerful, invisible daytime treatment
5.
under make-up to supplement the night-long blessings of Tree of Life Cream.
PROOF' POSIlIVE. There are over 120,000 women in t se United States who gill
already benefitting from this "marvel of the age."
Postscript: Since there is not space to outline the complete Tree of Life sequence
for bptimum beauty nor even riihttion the Circulotion Mask which provides a fast
rebound for "skin fatigue," won't you go to Scott's actig and discuss Tree of Life
with Mrs. Geneva Hurt, the Rubinstein authority there?
TREE QF LIFE at SCOTT'S DRUG
Cream' and Fluid Erndlsion each in $7.50 and $12.50 sizes. Plus tax T.M.° 
4
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Fanciful Fabrics Ideally
Mated For The Fall Colors
Even In looking back over the
many -faceted, ever-changing his-
toil of woman's fashions ....
never before has there been such
a perfect mating of color brill-
iance and fabric elegance
This, essentially is the fiber of
our story on fabr;c and color.
Since every collection of fash-
ions for fall shows something in
mohair 'or like - mohair, these
silky, looped, brushed or curled
•
•
woolens (with the feel of eider-
down) — show off in a riot of
color that burst forth as exciting,
brilliant complements to the soft-
spoken, smooth-touch fabrics.
Textured, tweedy and printed
fabrics are lusty — and as their
touch Is full-bodied, se their
color compottests 'Whisper in mu-
ted yet vibre,ot hues.
In regal crepes, metallic bro-
cades; warp-print taffetas, cut
for the personalttyouch
laittieft/COLOR•MATED JEWELRY
presents "initial" jewelry
perfect for sport and dross-up
• .. all of Jantzen's colors plus your personal
initial that just ''pops" into place ...
featured in SEVENTEEN, CHARM and
MADEMOISELLE ...
pendant, pin ,bracelet — each 2.00
in our jewelry department
"Drag Shag" V neck
cardigan, 36-40, 14 98.
"Little Love" slip on in
Jan Mier& 32 40, 6 98
Your skirts and pants should
have a brushed look, ton
Fleeced Herringbone skirt,
8 18, 16 98.
Matching lanovam initial
bracelet, 1.98.
THE
. VARIETY
SHOPPE
)II . •
F •••••.1•••••44,64Fwgilla _
•
Is
velvet and velveteen piles, col-
ors speak-up warmly in heady
tones.
There's excitement _Mt- every
yard of fabric for fall .. in
downy-soft surfaces and lighter-
weight fain:les that do not sacri-
fice a single iota of warmth or
smartness for the sake of this
airiness....!
Texture is vivid and exciting
... there's a new emphasis on
tone ... bold ribs ... brash knits
... bounce nubs ... bold, breath-
less plaids and on and on, in
every conceivable wondrous new
fabric.
If a volume of adjectives were
ascribed to define the color story
—fashion editors would still be
short of the properly-descriptive
words to convey the mood of the
fall fashion spectrum.
Whether used solo, in duets or
in a happy harmony of multi-
color, fashion's glorious palette
is a wonderfully-exciting sym-
phony of Vibrancy!
Fall fashion reigns supreme—
in fibers of ulxurious feel and
pliant hand — in colors that
rival the artist's palette.
FIT FOR A QUEM is this high-
crowned Empire-styled bonnet of
rouge red polished velours. The
shaped band, tied in a fnint-bow
areff/
•\k„sliaig jag
..••••••411•5••;(-- .riaiii••1101011••••• waramasissiormar...
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NEW THE EMPIRE THEME,
fashion-foremost for fall '58, is
drasnatized in this wool-and-
rabbit-hair costume dress. The
short-sleeved dress is high-mark-
ed at the bosom with a buttoned,
short belt and front gathers. Its
jacket has slot seaming and
smart tab closing handled in the
Empire manner.
By Oleg Cassini„Inc.
is in deeper toned velours. It's
the perfect choice to wear with
the new _Eenpire silhouette.
By Mles Alice
Better join! These fun fuzzies are the school fad of '58.
No girl from junior high to college senior
should be caught without them.
Made of wool and mohair that has been fizzed and fluffed
until they look like powder puffs in vibrant,
orttre.........1•OP-,.
k
new colors. /
"Drag Shag" pc.lieted
pullover. 36 40, 12 98
Herringbone tapers,816.
16 98.
"Toe Toasters" scuffs. 3 98.
Take A Long
Look At The
Leggy Look
Short skirts, slim chemise sil-
houettes,
trapezes
new and
look!"
and pyramid. - shaped
. . . all give legs a
more interesting "ling
Legs, "stems," "gams," by
whalever name they are called,
they are definitely going to be
noticed!
Same hosiery stylists, looking
ahead, predict that "textures" in
hosiery will be even more im-
portant than filament color and
sheerness!
These texture interests Include
jacquards (the French term for
a patterned or a figured weave
or knit ) ... tweedy knits., and
lacy knats. Wear them rwith
casual dresses, tailored suits, and
sportswear.
Textured hosiery appears in
nylon, wool, cotton, and stretch
fabrics!
LITTLE STAR! This dainty, de-
litful was Inspired by
-Shirley Temple." It's a two-
piece ensemble featuring a white
no-inin cotton pinafore trimmed
a -(00'4
tn
"FOR REAL"! Honest-to-goodness
'tones for iewelry fanciers on a
budget! Shown here, part of a
collection, pins and errings in
jabe. But there is an entire col-
lection ... jade, topaz, carnelian,
lapis lazuli and amethyst. All
appear in artfully detailed and
crafted settings of real-looking
gold.
By CORO
with lace and embroidery. The
dress beneath is in a deeper
shade of the same fabric. Both
mom and little miss will love
it!
By Nannette Frocks
4)4
•
COSTUME DESIGNED SWEATERS
High fashioned in the latest style mood ... Bright new stsi-s foe your
wardrobe . . . Miracle Ban-Lon in a veritable rainbow of colors plus
Black and White ... Sizes 34-40.
Left, Simulate,1 full fashioning . Pleated front, Boat neck.
Right, Bulky shawl collar and tie .. . Simulated full fashioning.
•
•
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THE LIFE STRIDE
LOOK OF PERFECTION
The shoe with the fashion-right look.
wear it everywhere ... and go in elegant
good taste. Priced at only ;10.95
•
Tilt YOUNG POINT Of VII 111 IN StYCIf 1
ADAMS SHOE STORE
NOT Alt Ltervisuk
106 South Fifth Phone 106
,Ja
rte.
•
41_
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PAGE FOUR
Past Inspires New Clever
Stylings In Dreamwear
Styles reminiscent of yestar-
s ear. live again in the new
collection of di-earl:swear for fall.
There are short - as-you-like
Sweater Story
Long And Biv,
Milady's Fall Shoes
Point To A New
Leather Elegance
The shapes the thing In new
fall shoes. As dresses are mold-
ed to the body, so are shoes to
the foot. As the body seems to
float in the soft materials of
the &eases so your foot glides
For the "dernure • little girl" along. swan-like and elegant in
baby dolls ... long-as - yeu- look. there are baby doll chem- the soft, foot-hugging leathers.
P lease gowns . o classic . and isos th matching panties.
ovelty pkramas and ensembles- • 
The pointed toe, that was
n Flowing waltz arid full length leen so high in fashion in
important fashion period. of 
I trapeze govrna whisper of the pumps this fall — ansi on softiethat take a subtle cue from
the rorn.yilic eighteenth century! casuals, flatties, a n d ties. It
The relaxed overblouses par- will look even longer than it
actually is by higher throat and
vamp lines.
The spindle-heeled dressy ox-
ford is a prime example of the
hew silhouette. Fitted to the
arch, long-toed, and often tied
with grosgrain ribbon, it has
an aristocratic air. Often it
combines niatte, patent or high-
ly polished snooth leather with
suede — one leather is a weskit
and the other in the remainder
of the shoe.
A few long narrow toes will
be eauared off at the end as
though snipped off with scis-
sors.
The soft-to-the-foot and soft-
moo, _ to _ the _ skins in au to - the-eye leathers that are
part of the new covered-upstyles!
1 look include srnooth leather in
The sweater story for fall is
LONG. BIG and oh-so excit-
:ng! And. us been tronskeed in-
to a variety of best-seller edi-
tions Critical reviews stamp the
esllections as bound to be the
best in Years!'
Sweaters are so long for fall,
they're extending into the jacket
and coat classification. Even the
"condensed - length," ehortest of
the blouson, ends below the
waist.
Big is the theme ... in col-
-1: • °L• --exaggerate- tise-
known cowl and cuff ... in
knits that are novel, loopy and
bulky, bulky, bulky!
Sweaters are synonymous with
:he big yarn! Mchair represents
:the cleareeter of this chapter best
s loopy. soft-as-down. and
/eves the effect of thick. luxur-
: us fur. Shetland, .and new
Stletland-ts-pe wools, are impor-
tant scene-stealers, too.
A first edition, coming out
sh.s fall, is based on the tunic
oele of some time bale The
s•raight, shm lisie extends to
e-d-tlegh, semen( to meet the
,horter skirt hems. The tunic
The rhythm of the Charles-
ton is recal!ed in the flapper-
look pleated flourkes that trim
saucy; show-the-knee - chemises.
the gay champagne era of
Jazz Age.
There's a regal air at beauty
about the co!urful new Victor-
ian roses and other discreet
florals that are lavished on cJeY
flanneketes a bso frosted with
white eyelet.
Some of the pajamas shown
boast meretb-crate, sillry-einish
toppers, or smartly tailored
corduroy coats ... perfect cov-
er-ups for lounging and watch-
ing TV late at night.
Sleepcoats are reminiscent of
the day when you lighted your
way to bed with a candle. -
Fabrics feature oC.neso -
Sports stockings appear in
harvest hues of russet, orange,
einnimon, bold blues and browns
All help to give a one-color look
when coordinated with sports
or leisure fashion&
Nylon stretch tights 'End
stockings jet black or colorful. .is most often a pullover — arid dance onto the fall fashion scene
made to be mated with pisu tad for wear with sports and casual
skirtat i clothes. 
_
•••
yonastic flannel with the very new
Voyen-age silhouette pulled easily
to the figure with drawstring ties.
New cactus green' black. light tones._ .
Ikt 
44*SZtt 
%°*°
Warm cos fl4nnelecte both the highly polished and the
l' 5'efissehe1k*-1104  ea"ttett- 621116s dull, matte Whished -versioni
are all used.
They are light, ihrink rosis-
tare, and in many instances re-
quire no Ironing.
Soft lightly grained leather and
two-way brushed leather take
to this silhouette, too, appear-
ing in after-five as well as day-
time- shoes. Patent leather will
continue to be good for fall and
winter.
NEWS IN HOSE HUES .Aenong new leather ;femurs.
is the one obtained by impress-
ing grained leather on suede.
Beautiful shadings are achieved
when the same tone of one
color, such as black or gray is
used. But in lateday shoes a
novel effect is obtained by such
combinations as grained leather
in purple pressed onto greenish-
blue suede.
" The delicate heel, high and
slender, is still most fashion-
able on dress shoes, but heels
w.ah slightly larger walking
baes are found on shoes for
day-long wear. Among thesk
are the 3-inch high stacked
leather heel, straight and slim,
on the new tall spectators. An-
ther is the Queen Anne heel,
oshich is wide at the cup, nar-
rows in the middle. and then
flares out astern.
The slenderized Cuban heel
are found on the low-heeled
and the contoured wedge heel
walking shoes which go so well
slouch hats.
- straps and perforations
reminiscent of the twenties and
, thirties appear often as trim.
They are particularly effeetive
when used together as when
:here are four or five sameseir-
cular rows of pertenitiam at
the base of the "T" and the
strap Itself is edged with per-
forations_ Bows, yet beads, rail-
heads, and leather straps placcd.
like pakernentene braiding are
also news.
EVENING WEAR LOOKS
TWO WAYS FOR FALL
Short, youthful formals are
fall favorites, with baby-ctoll
fullness, windblown panel treat-
ments or balloon shaped skirts
to emphasize a leggy look. On the
Sophisticated side are long-sleeve
Directoire dinner . dresses, long,
slinky sheaths and the btibble
silhouette.
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FRINGE BEMBFITS — 'The short
waist-length jacket arid shaped
skirt show off this textured plaid
to perfection. Flat buttons mark
the double - breasted style. A
—of black iormy -144,16
the neckline smartly.
By Jeans Campbell of Sport.-
whirl
Did Mother Wear
Tights? No, But
Daughter Will
1,- k a :iat's happened to
tights! Yes, the skin-tight leo-
tard "legging" has stepped right
out of dancing class arid into the
fashions-for-fun spotlight!
They're the right note for
the gabs in the flying trapeze ...
In skirts or "skore" ... pants
or pinafore!
Not only are tights available
an almost every impressive QUIOT,
imaginable ... in full-fashioned
or seamless knit ... but now
they come in patterns, too.
Paisley, stripes, checks, lacy-
mesh and textured surfaces are
weil-worthy of note.
Where to wear? ... anywhere! '
Tights are rAng under both
skirts and pants ... no matter
what the length. Or, tights may
show completely from the waist
down with an open-front sk.rt,
or even no covering at alL
Some tight-styles have "built-
en" tops ... some have "built-
in" feet!
But, all have ope thing- In
common ... they are "knit-to-
lit," and this is their outstand-
ing attribute!
DATE- ust to
date, ;he subteen is espeeially
conscious of looking her very
best. Perfect is this hand-wash-
able cotton knit dress in the new
chemise silhouette. Button details
add trim-spark to this style.
A "lobby Teen" Feeelen
..FaMmr, taimplIMP
WELL ciLieNTIID
Oriental splenMor marks this
fall's loungewear with jewel bri-
ght and glowing printed fabrics
cut in flowing hostess gowns
and dramatic lounge pajamas
Cotton velvets and corduroys are
printed paisley and cottons In
Indian designs.
•
Sew
Your Way To
Fashion!
Why not drive out :o ;he
friendly shop' oh the Benton
Mad just outside of Murray
and see She exciting fall col-
lection of wonderful•ney fab-
rics? You will find beautiful
cottons for the season ahead.
and se, 'many of ,the
miracle fabrics whicb require
so little care. And a new line
of woolens by Schlang have
het arrived!
PFAFF
SEWING MACHINES
ADVANCE PATTERNS
IN STOCK
PFAFF
SEWING SUPPLIES
LASSITER
CLOTH
SHOP
Beaton Road Phone 10,
FALL HANES
LADIES'
WINTER
COATS
$2498 & $3996
Pure- Cashmere
COATS
16800
npmatd, 44••••••.*,
Good Selection
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MAINS
Everybody, but everybody, is
wearing our wonderful
CAR
COATS
Come in and see this versatile
selection of colors and materi-
als.
Sizes S to 20
$898 TO 1 698
Ban Lon
Sweaters
$598 $898
with Matching
SKIRTS ... 8.98
•
la4
sweaters 1
ORLON
SLIP-ON or
CARDIGANS.
Navy, black, beige, red,
pink, white, blue, orchid,
cherry.
$398 to$598
Ladies' Cotton PAJAMAS gik-u.
$298 & $598
Assorted Colors and Prints — Siaes 32 - 40
NYLON SLIPS
COTTON
DRESSES
Regular and Half Sizes
Gingham
Challis
Suiting, s5.98
COTTON DRESSES
Regular and Half Sizes
S)98 and $398
OTHER DRESSES
$1298 - $1498 - $1998
•
Sizes 32-44
Lace Trimmed - Shadow Panels
$298 _ $398 _ $598
Regularly $1.98
Cotton Slips
$159 or 2 for $3
Sizes 32-50 —half Slips S-tio
COTTON
S L I PS - 32-42
Sizes '1.00
HAW SLIPS . . S-M-L: .. '140
PLAIN or LACE TRIM NYLON ,
PANTIES  11.00 & '1.49
 Weeklies?
BELK •
SETTLE
COMPANY
•
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Case of Missing Waist-
Lines — Solved Easily!
The Style Sleuth laid down her magnifying glass and de-
eteed — "The Mystery Of The Silhouettes' is solved. In fact,
there is really no mystery at all about the fashions for this
fall!"
The big clue, it seems, lies in the word EASED. Every sil-
houette variation- for fall is a design following the principle
of an easy, fluid line.
And, though it appears differently, actually there are only
three major silhouettes: the ELLIPTICAL SHAPE, TRAPEZE
and CHEMISE. Every important style begins with their partic-
ular lines.
as, The elliptical shape begins slim and scarcely-shaped! It
gWes ooly a hint of fit and then arches, curves or half-circles
either above or somewhere below 'the natural waistline.
The trapeze gives the effect of a triangle with the apex at
the neckline.
To the "unbeliever" the chemise may seem to have no fit
at al).. . however, it is a MUST that this silhouette cling td
the mid-hip line.
The major principal in the "whither goes fashion" case is
the waistline.. and it forever wanders, sometimes only sug-
gesting that it is anywhere at all!
The waist may move from just below the bustline down to
the lower hipline... but always by-passing the natural waist-
line. Its alibi...again it is EASE!
Necklines refuse to fit, too...being either standaways,
collarless, high scoops, low cowls or medium-high squares.
Sleeves, however, du conform ...not quite fitting, but
giving the allusion of slimness. They are most often no longer
than bracelet-length and are cut from the neckline without
shoulder seam.
— and becka-refer-the--wesereeful extra--touch that—'
giakt.•s a style — high style!
IP Found at many hems are flounces, balloon-effects (which
may go from hem to mid-thigh or as far up as the almost-
waist), and a ring-around of fur or some equally luxurious
trim.
Following, we see backs that are curved-(the new sZythe-
look), ballooned, bloused, draped or full.
So the mystery is solved ...and the fact established that
fashion does, indeed, know where it is going. (The smart
Style Sleuth will go along, too...beautifully at EASE!)
• 
IL-FOR-FALL is this hIgh, a note of whimsy w
ith a large
balloon toque of supple white gold "safety pin" trim!
felt. In one of the very newest of By Dajon Originals 
Wool
fall hat silhouettes, it teas on Bureau Photo
-
'•
PROCLAIMS THE
parklini
•\c fit
lavish mopes, pendants, pins,
earrings . we've jewelry,",
galore to' brighten
fall living.
from •
$1.10
MURRAY and MAYFIELD
ONE mAxxs TWO! The jacket-
half of this two-piece chemise
ensemble reverses to be worn as
a print or to show the solid side.
The chemise is fitted with a
pleated skirt and gay print over-
An 'A " rlene Fashion
New Season
Black Magic,
Says Fashion
In a season that is ablaze with
color as is this one, it may seem
difficult entuhst about peren-
nially-popular, ever classic black!
But,regardless a changing
styles and fabrics, black always
stands out smartly in a well-
dressed woman's wardrobe.
This season particularly, black
is extremely flattering; it slims,
trims and is a discreet foil for
the most dramatic of accessories.
That important "little black
of the important silhouettes this
dress" comes to the fore in all
season.
Black crepe, jeosey and sheer
wool lend themselves especially
well to the high waists, loose
backs and eased figure lines.
Black is especially elegant in
the restrained shaping of the Em-
pire lines.
Jet matelasse crepe is particul-
arly .new! It appears over and
over again in blouson styles and
oveoblouse handlings, in semi-
molded Empire lines and is oiten
accented with brilliant, lustrous
and- braida.
Wonderfully - whispery taffeta
and crisp finished sllics, lining-
stiMenect crapes and jerseys flare
forth with a' daring abandon in
trapeze styles. Some are half-
belted in front; others have no
belt at all.
Black tube silhouettes — un-
fitted, slan-as 41) e—take
on a fluid ease in newer, relaxed
handlings. Particularly dramatic
in after-five styles, they are 411C
otic targets for 'shafts cd gleams-
ipg satin, trim, ornate &nosed
ornaments and free - ssdasing
cover-upst ------ •
Black, now as always, stands
regally alone — as a wise and
fashionably. — smart investment
for fall into winter wear!
The Buster Brown dress is
something quite new for the
Junior Miss this season...and
promises to be very popular.
Basically it features a big bow
collar. The long eased badice .
tie accenting the round wh.te
ends with a belt through tunnels
where it meets the full pleated
skirt.
Hemlock* Band- Is
A Gay Novelt¢5
Consider the band ... the
"headache band" that is, for that
is the name of the chemise, trap-
eze and other silouettes.
In shape, the headache band is
a gay, whimsical strip worn to
hold-back curls at the top ot the
forehead 1 disappears at each
temple beneath the coiffure.
Headache bands are shown in
gay, colorful fabrics — j•welere
metals, arid tortoise shell.
Some have girlish &imp/Silty,
others saucy bow trim, or the
elaborate look of fabulous jewels.
Fur evening they glitter with
:wingl:ng crystal aurora drops,
rhinestones, creamy lustrous
pearls. ,•rnate metal tassels, and
twisted links.
Shades af Flapper Fanny, here
an accessory b.) rr (nk• ed directly
from the "roaring twenties!"
NEW TRAPEZE-LIKE COAT is
of Italian lacey wool ... fashion-
ed with a streaaner tie and three
buttons to fasten the narrowed
top. Completed with nev—isok
bracelet-length sleeves.
By Harry Freahts1 • Sally
Victor Mat
Shirts' Definalekr
To Be Shorter
The short skirt is in, all the
wey. Shortskirts rule for even-
ing, too (floor-length is a rarity)
but evening shortness is about
14 or 13 inches against daytime
14 and more.
Miller sleirts still in fever for
cocktail and formal dresses, ac-
count for the skirt ling% dis-
tinction.
e
stockings
Cameo's compat ;file color is here — compatible
color in stockings to do the most flattering thing
for your legs ...add a special spice to your
accessories! Such beautifully vibrant tints: such at A
slicer cast of color on your legs. Come in to see lilt_
our Cameo tones ...you'll love their fashion excitement!,
Seamless and Full•Fashioned
1
Black Calf
Black Suede
GENTLE .. are the curving lines
of this utterly feminine coat.
Seaming details accent the lovely
lines. It's fashion's new relaxed
-silhouette interpreted in luxury-
loomed cashmere.
By SEYMOUR FOX
The good earth is rich in pro-
ducing wonderful brown toes
that spice up the color calendar
,for fall. The hues run from the
.Irrtnat -.hl•pir elay-ted with.
an. infinite number id tones be-
tween.
4vate
bx
-Fiancees
 11
Call It Skirt,
Call It Short
It's The Thing
Once again the pleated skirt-
shorts make a winning bid for
popularity with the coed, high-
school and teen crowd.
Bright clan plaids and sub-
dued menswear flannel lead in
fabrics, with checks and stripes
running a close second.
A majority of the new fall
versions favor the Bermuda-short
lendth, although a particularly
the "play-skirt"':
The chemise influence is ap-
parent in a style with perman-
oaf .$1de or_Ooksed from a
fitted, banded torso.
No matter what the length,
these cropped skirts are due
to continue the popularity they
salaiblished this past summer.
Bloused Silhouette
Vies For Top Honor
The bloused form of the more
easily tittO ailhouette looms
larger this season, often as a pal-
atable alternative to the chemise.
'The labodsed back especially, or
as in a number of afternoon
crepe dresses the cowl-drape that
approximates the bloused look, is
smart shorty-kilt is an unpressed very much in evidenae; front is
pleated, knee-leqgth madeil,called either straight or fitted.
5.
4 • .
*oats* .9.44.4144
to come in ahd See the
fashion picture for fall as
displayed throughout our
store. The new collection
has arrived. bringing .game
of the loveliest etolee kr re-
cent yeasgs'
r:
"
Dresses - Skirts . Separates - Sweaters
• Coats and Car Coats
Julia AIM SITO
1071 South Fourth Phone OS'
Black Suede
and Black Calf
%TkatIVILIEST SHOES qAtt
ARE HERE (194-FALL!
AND WITH BAGS TO MATCH!
Black Suede
Autumn Haze
Dcldisilk Stkedo
.1
reOPY NOT PAL LEIS•seuk
Fashion Is a Sophisticated Lady!
And here to complete your
ensembles for Fall '58
are the elegant shoes
of the season. Come
see ,our fabulous
collection
seen!
•
Shoes as Shown
$1295
-ea
••••••••••••••••••••••••.
I • Iim r
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LIZARD... ARISTOCRAT
OF LEATHERS
LIzaro' Is smart
fashion...and tho wall-
dressed woman knows it!
Tho skins are richt/
grained and gloaming...
ANOTHER UNBELIEYAZLE
VAL LIE PROM
LIFE STRIDE
only $12.95
ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South Fifth
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Maternity
Fashions Are
High Fashion
Quite frankly, it is quite pus-
1e that the greatest number of
up-to-the - minute fashionably
dressed women today are the
M ot hers -T.)-Be!
Not in many a season (and
perhaps never before) has the
fashion scene presented so many
s:lhouetes that are suitable for
the expectant lady, wohou: much
adaptation necessary.
The quite-low blouson is prob-
ably the most popular style . . .
showing up in SITIOCICS for day- '
time, playtime and night-time.
One-piece chomese adaptations
are a favorite choice for the
earlier months, and they, too, are
designed as eve' ything from
robes to late - evening wear.
For the later months, the one-
piece choice is often a trapeze
creation that employs stiffening
to maintain the straight flared-
out line.
Fabric- and color-wise, too,
maternity fashions have never
"had it so good." Once it was
though that they must be sub-
dued. . but not so  this yearo1
The Boldest of patterns a r e
shown in the most luxurious of
fabrics . . . in every brilhans
harvest hue.
The 1958 "anticipating" wi>-
man, in the fashion - known,
wouldn't dream of going into
-hiding" as was the practice
not too many years ago. Materni-
ty styles today are not just too
fastrion-right not to be shown
off-
Woolens grow a garden of
flowers . . rosebud, dahlia and
chrysanthemum. prints, Many -of
the florals are in monochromatic
colorings such as brown, beige,
cream, pink, red and claret.
J° COLLINS
PLAID BLOUSE
and
SLIM SKIRT
EXCLUSIVELY AT
CHERRY'S
NEW MEASURE
• OF EASE
911 ciNaid and -Zbbed and
BLOUSON,-JUMPER
no Casual Look created by Jo COLLINS...r
with empire chemise iumper, blouson
blouse with slim skirt in British type plaid
In grey with gold, beige with cinnamon.
Cotton ribbed knit chemise overblouse
and V neckline trim in gold, cinnamon.
Sizes 5 to 15. Matching Tapered Slacks $12.98
The Cherry's Sport Shop - Balcony
I.
PRETTY 'PEBBLES" Textured,
gold or platinum are intriguingly
ornamented by textured pebble
in these dramatic jewelry pieces.
Button ear-rings are bold; brace-
lets, too, are big, wide cuffs. Pins
look newest accenting the bust
or waist line.
ABOVE ALL! this lovely over-
blouse should appear in fall
ovandrobett _in_ wear
newest 'separate skirts. It's a new
9kleer crane 'eat's machine Waal-
able and earn, to press with a
amooth, light' touch.
By Alice Stuart
MODERN FLAPPER! This smart,
new button-tabbed chemise is
by a fan ,,f pleats at the
.The crease-resistant tin-
ts accomplished by a tio
-tured- -reyott--blendo----ennses-
' bright, two-tone' color comb,ria -
• ns For the young in heart!
By TUNA PAIGE
NIW 1...diblf FUR The
"stack collar" of luxury fur en-
hances the cherrinie line of this
Linton-wool coat. The to-the-el-
bey/ sleeves are shaped-in with
an up-curving yoke for a very
pew look this fall.
• By Monte-Sano And "'rutin
New Hats Crowning Glories
To Fall's New Silhouettes
A veritable explosion of color
bursas forth in the new-season
millinery collections to call mi-
lady's attention to the fact that
this year hats are designed to
complete and complement the to-
tal costume.
From the most brilliant of
blues to rich red tunes; from
forest greens to lush, earthy
browns; from bold basic black
to the vibrant purple hues —
millinery and color are synony-
MOUS.
Small, close-fittis.g hats vie
for attention with the "bubble"
NEW! TAPERED - LOOK COAT
in imported textured Scotc is
tweed is topped with a stand-
away, deep cowl-type collar.
Rustling silk taffeta lines this
handsome coat.
By Clara Pester
shapes of ihi•eise crowns, tur-
bans and bulky helmets.
Sleek, glossy blacks and matte
blacks, as black-with-color are
perennially favored.
Hat fabrics are a "soft touch"
this fall . . . they're pliable,
crushable and softly-textured to
deepen and enrich color and give
shape to the new silhouettes.
•.Feathers! . . . From ostrich
plumes to pheasant feathers, they
are used for trims and complete
hats. They're often "fluffed" like
turbans and are casually wound.
Furs appear in every imag-
inable variety from violet fox
through leopard, civet, s a b 1 e,
mink, broadtail and even mon-
key and are shaped in all the
new themes.
"Antelope" felts are very fine
and supple. "Beaver" felts, vel-
ours, silky-napped long-Stained
velours and polished "soleil" felts
"PICTURE""TH! It's a bulky
cardigan in the new "hap-hug-
ging" length! It's easy to launder;
no blocking necessary; no pilling
or fuzzing. Fashion interest fo-
cuses on the flattering deep V-
ribbed collar, and gay new hues.
Even her Kodak wears bright
new c•Jlor this season.
Sweater by Darlene Knitwear,
Inc. Camera by Kodak
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Will be highly favored, too.
Yarn is used in "wigs" and ,
Kid leather and velvety suedes 4
appear both as hat materials and ,
as trimmings.
There's a big place for the
small hat this fall — in "wing-
FALL
'58
444
Made for each other..,
Made for you ...
ed mercury" caps, satin and vel-
vet half-hats, bejewelled coil
caps and close-EttIng jersles!
This year fashion must "go
to your head" . . . with gay hats
to make you most-fashionably
attlredl
by LAMM.
Full-fashioned sweater $10.95
and dyed-to-match skirt $12.95
Co-ordinated in color, style and detail that's perfect am I. here
The full-fashioned Fut•Lamt sweater is luxurious to the last
detail with club collar and four dyed-toonarch pearl buttons
Sizes 34 to 40. Perfectly mated soh the cashmere and wool
blend skirt. Eight darts give that narrow -as-an arrow 14,A)k.
SIZCS 7 to 17, B to 20. Both in vibrant new Kingsley color".
74LIZELAXED
Magnificent
—Nun irmink
a
topping
$85.00
i)ettu Rbs9
Wrap yourself in elegant
luxury! Imagine the
lustrous contrast of pale
cerulean mink on rich Toriano
Wool Plush. Tapering oval silhouette,
enchanting In royal blue, signal
red or black. Sizes 8 to 18.
Milium Lined.
•
4•01.
•
54
Lao4d
Effortless lines spell out the season's easy-
fitting, radically different new Fall '58
silhouettes — silouettes in end-
less variations to suit
every fashion type!
paul sachs
"414
The
Walking
Costume
Slim seven eighths
walking coot has
as its companion
o dress in the empress
manner. The costume Is of
rayon boucle tweed with
a touch of velvet added
to the sheath dress.
Sizes 10 - 20. $49.95
Littleton's r
•
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